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You MUST bring your
Knowledge Organiser and SelfQuizzing Book to EVERY lesson
and place it on your desk at
the beginning of each lesson.
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They will help you recap, revisit and revise
what you have learnt in lessons in order
to move the knowledge within from your
short-term memory to long-term memory.

Self-Quizzing Book
This is the book that all Knowledge
Organiser homework is to be
completed in.

You MUST keep all of your
Knowledge Organisers and
Self Quizzing Books because
the fundamental knowledge
required in Year 8 will also be
required in Years 9 to 11.
Knowledge Organisers are
NOT a replacement for revision
guides but they include the
fundamental knowledge that
ALL students in Year 8 require.

SELF-QUIZZING BOOK
Name:

Year/class:

Teacher(s):

Presentation of work
All work should be presented in the following style:
Use the top line of all pages and do not waste space unnecessarily.
Both sides of all pages should be used. Each piece of work should have a title and date.

You must follow the simple rules as
to how they are to be used.

All titles should be underlined with a ruler.
Remember
All work should be of the highest standard you can do.
• Blue or black ink should be used for writing.
• All drawings, tables and graphs should be done using a sharp pencil.
• Mistakes should be crossed out neatly with a straight line.
• Graffiti should not appear in or on your books.
Your work should always be neat and tidy.
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How do I complete Knowledge Organiser homeworks?
You will be set a MINIMUM of 2 Knowledge Organiser homeworks in every subject each half term

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

Check SMHW and identify what words/
definitions/facts you have been asked to
learn.

Write today’s date and the title from your
Knowledge Organiser.

Write out the key words/definitions/facts you
have been set from SMHW in FULL.

STEP 4

STEP 5

STEP 6

Cover the definitions in your SELF-QUIZZING
BOOK, apart from the first. Read it, Cover it,
Say it in your head, Check it… REPEAT until
confident.

Cover up ALL the definitions/facts and
write them out from memory in your
SELF-QUIZZING BOOK.

Check your answers and correct where
required. Repeat Steps 4 to 6 until you are
confident.
You will be tested on the words/definitions/
facts as a starter activity in your lesson on
the day that the homework is due.
This will be completed in your self-quizzing
book and you will mark it in class.
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Can I write in paragraphs?
The TIPTOP rule

•

You move onto a new paragraph when you
change Time, Place, Topic or Person.

I have written clearly so that my reader
can understand my writing easily.

•

I have checked my spelling and 		
corrected any errors.

•

I have used full sentences with a subject
and a verb.

•

I have used correct punctuation and
grammar.

•

I have paragraphed my work using TIPTOP.

•

My writing is suitable for the person I am
writing for.

1.

I always start an essay with an introduction 		
which addresses the question.

2.

I finish an essay with a conclusion to 		
summarise the main points of my argument 		
and to address the question again.

3.

I am proud of my work because...

I use connectives in each paragraph to link
my ideas and to put them in a logical order.

Furthermore
Whereas
Nevertheless
Alternatively
Consequently

But
Since
Yet
Therefore
Besides

Meanwhile
Nonetheless
However
Although
Moreover

Have I used the correct grammar?
I am aware that I must use language that is
appropriate to my reader.
• No slang that lesson was bangin’
• No informal language I’m gonna do my
homework now
Other things to consider:
I am clear about the purpose of this 		
piece of writing
I know who my audience is
I will use a suitable layout and text type

Literacy Fundamentals
1 of 2

Can I spell familiar words accurately?
Common contractions

Can I use different sentence types?
Simple sentences: Contains a subject and a verb and
can contain an object.
•
Sarah likes to read in the library.
•
Tom enjoys reading at home.
Compound sentences: Joins two simple sentences
using the connectives: for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so.
•
Sarah likes to read in the library but Tom
prefers to read at home.
Complex sentences: A complex sentence contains
a conjunction such as because, since, after, although,
or when.
•
Because Robert felt tired, he only studied for
an hour.
•
Although the rain had stopped, the pitch was still
water-logged.
•
Paul enjoys Music, however, he is more
proficient in Art.

We must use an apostrophe to replace any letter(s)
we have left out.

Homophones

They’d

Where’ll

I’d

They’ll

Where’s

I’ll

They’re

Who’d

Affect/effect

One/won

Couldn’t

I’m

Wasn’t

Who’ll

Bare/bear

Passed/past

11 o’clock

How’s

Aren’t
Can’t

I have checked that I have not mixed up my
homophones.

Didn’t

Isn’t

We’d

Who’s

Brake/break

Peace/piece

Doesn’t

It’d

We’ll

Why’d

Buy/by

Practice (n)/practise (v)
Read/red

Don’t

It’ll

We’re

Why’ll

For/four

Hadn’t

It’s

Weren’t

Why’s

Flour/flower

Sea/see

Hasn’t

Mightn’t

What’d

Won’t

Grate/great

Sight/site

Haven’t

Mustn’t

What’ll

Wouldn’t

Hair/hare

Son/sun

He’d

Shan’t

What’s

You’d

Hole/whole

To/too/two

He’ll

She’d

When’d

You’ll

Hour/our

Wait/weight

He’s

She’ll

When’ll

You’re

Knight/night

Weak/week

How’d

She’s

When’s

Know/no

Wear/where

How’ll

Shouldn’t

Where’d

Meat/meet
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Basics:

Can I use punctuation?

• Every sentence must start with a capital letter.
• Every sentence must finish with some form of
punctuation: .?!
• Proper nouns need capital letters. These are
unique people, places or things e.g. there are
many cities so ‘city’ doesn’t take a capital
letter. However there is only one London,
therefore it takes a capital letter.
• When writing titles of works such as books, films
or plays:
		
		

• Capitalise the first word
• Capitalise any main/important words
• Don’t capitalise minor words such as
‘and’, ‘of’ or ‘the’ e.g. The Sound of Music,
The Wizard of Oz, Harry Potter and the
Goblet of Fire

• When writing speech:
		
		
		

Go to a new line when a different 		
person speaks e.g. “Good morning,” said
the headteacher.
“It’s the afternoon!” replied the student.

		
		
		

Each person’s speech is marked with
speech marks e.g. “Walk on the left,”		
said Mr Mathews.

Can I spell accurately?
2. Think about how it looks.

6. Look it up in a dictionary/
spellchecker.

3. Think about a similar word.

7. Ask a friend or teacher.

4. Is there a memory sentence

8. To learn it: look, cover, write,
check.

1. Sound out the word.

for this word? (e.g. big 		
elephants cannot always
use small exits).
5. Find the word in a list –
• Key words list.
• Frequently used words list.
• Your own word bank.
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9. Once you’ve solved it, add
the correct spelling to your
own word bank.

The Apostrophe
I always aim to use apostrophes correctly.
There are two main reasons why we use apostrophes: for
possession and to replace a letter or letters
Note: Apostrophes are NEVER used to denote plurals

.

indicates that a sentence has
finished

Comma

,

indicates a slight pause in a
sentence, separates clauses in
a complex sentence and items
in a list

Question mark

?

goes at the end of a question

Exclamation
mark

!

goes at the end of a dramatic
sentence to show surprise or
shock

Apostrophe

‘

shows that letter(s) have been
left out or indicates possession

Speech marks

“”

indicate direct speech, the
exact words spoken or being
quoted

Colon

:

introduces a list, a statement or
a quote in a sentence

Semicolon

;

separates two sentences
that are related and of equal
importance

Dash / hyphen

-

separates extra information
from the main clause by
holding words apart

Brackets

()

can be used like dashes, they
separate off extra information
from the main clause

Full stop

Ellipsis

...

to show a passage of time, to
hook the reader in and create
suspense

Literacy Fundamentals
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Apostrophe for Possession
(To show that something belongs to another)
If a single thing/person owns anything,
add an apostrophe + ‘s’.
• The dog’s bone
• The boy’s homework
• Jones’s bakery
• Yesterday’s lesson

However, if it is plural (more than one), an
apostrophe comes after the ‘s’.
• The dogs’ bones
• The boys’ homework
• Joneses’ bakeries (lots of Jones families)
• Many websites’ content is educational

There/their/they’re
Note: special care must be taken over the use of
there, their and they’re as they sound the same but
are used quite differently:
• There shows position Your seat is over there
• Their shows that ‘they’ own something Their blazers
are navy blue
• They’re is short for they are as in They’re revising
every day

Its

Note: its, which shows that something owns something
(like our, his etc), does not take an apostrophe: the
dog ate its bone and we ate our dinner.

Your/you’re
Note: special care must be taken over the use of your
and you’re as they sound the same but are used quite
differently:
• Your is possessive as in this is your pen
• You’re is short for you are as in you’re coming over
to my house

Art
1 of 2
1. The Formal Elements

2. Colour Theory

• Line: Creates shape; the outer
edge of something.

• Colour: When light is reflected off an • Complementary colours: These
colours are opposite each other
object, colour is what the eye sees.
on the colour wheel. When placed
• The Primary Colours are red, blue
together these colours complement
and yellow. The primary colours are
each other. (They contrast and
combined to create secondary
make each other stand out.)
colours.

• Tone: Levels of dark or light on
an object, shape or face.
• Highlight: The lightest areas on
an object, shape or face.
• Texture: The feel or
appearance of a surface; how
rough or smooth it is.
• Shape and Form: What
is created when a line
is enclosed and further
techniques are used to make
an object, shape or face look
3D.

• The Secondary Colours are green,
purple and orange.
Red + Blue = Purple.
Blue + Yellow = Green.
Yellow + Red = Orange.

3. The Colour Wheel

• Harmonious colours: These colours
are next to each other on the
colour wheel. When these colours
are placed together they work in
harmony with each other (These
colours look similar to each other.)

• Tint: When white is mixed with a
• Warm Colours: Colours that give the
colour to make it lighter.
feeling of warmth – red, orange,
• Shade: When black is mixed with a
yellow.
colour to make it darker.
• Cool colours: Colours that give a
cool feeling – blue, green purple.

4. Techniques and Materials: Pencil Drawing and Collage
• Whisper Lines: These are light pencil lines created using several strokes of the pencil. These are used when planning
out a drawing prior to adding tone, colour or collage.
• Collage: The word collage comes from the French verb coller, meaning ‘to glue’. It is the artistic process of cutting,
assembling and gluing various materials to a flat surface to create an image. Common materials used in collage
include paper and fabric along with found objects such as leaves and feathers.
• Shading: Is a technique used to create tone. This helps create the illusion of depth and 3D form. In a collage portrait
like the one we see on the right, the shading has been created by sticking down paper in a variety of different shades
of brown.

5. Other Terms and Techniques
relating to Portraiture
• Features: Eyes, nose, mouth, ears, eyebrows etc.
• Composition: The arrangement or layout of
features, shapes or objects on the page.
• Proportion: The size, shape or position of one
element of a portrait in comparison to another.

• Highlights: This is the lightest area on an object or face. The highlight is located on a surface where the light rays hit the
form. On a face these areas are generally the forehead, nose, cheeks, chin and eyes. In the collage on the right we
can see good examples of highlights in the hair. See how the paler paper has been cut to follow the shape of the hair.

• Foreground,
mid-ground,
background: The
areas at the front
middle or back of a
drawing or painting.

• Pencils, 4H, 2H, HB, 2B, 4B, 6B: Drawing pencils have grades, H stands for ‘Hard’ and B stands for ‘Black’. The higher
the number the ‘harder’ (lighter) or ‘softer’ (darker) the pencil is. HB pencils are standard pencils and are good for
creating whisper lines and planning out drawings before adding tone, colour or collage.

• Negative Space: An
area of the portrait
without detail.

• Scissors: These are used for cutting specific shapes from paper in order to create an effective collage. See how the
shapes of the paper in the collage on the right help to describe the form of the face - cheeks, eye sockets, neck.
• Glue: This is used to stick the paper down, a pritt-stick type glue is best as it is solid and won’t soak the paper or leak
from under the shapes.
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Southwestern Vaquero Cowboy
By Dolan Geiman, 2018

6. About This Collage
Artist: Dolan Geiman Date: 2018. Genre (style): Folk Art/
Americana Subject: Portraiture.
This collage is a portrait of a Latino American man known as a
Vaquero Cowboy. The Vaquero are traditional cattle herders
originating in Spain. The tradition was brought to the Americas
with the arrival of the Spanish.
We can see that the man is wearing a ‘Sombrero’ a type
of hat used to shield him from the sun. He also wears a
neckerchief which can be pulled up over his nose and mouth
to protect him from the dry dust. He wears a skull image on
his belt which is possibly a reference to the Mexican festival of
‘Day of the Dead’.
If we look at the detail in the image below we can see how
Dolan Geiman has created the image by cutting out pieces of
paper to form the portrait. He has used darker paper around
the eye socket and the side of the nose to show tone. He has
cut the paper in shapes that are curved with several sharp
points, this helps to describe the shape of the face.

8. Facts About Dolan Geiman

7. Words to describe art works.
Element
Line
Tone

Dark, light, mid, flat, uniform, broken,
constant, graduated, fade, gradual
fade, subtle, contrasting, dramatic.

Texture

Flat, smooth, raised, rough, coarse,
pitted, scratched, uneven, uniform,
hairy, soft, hard, flowing, movement.

Colour

Natural, unnatural, lively, bright,
brilliant, deep, dull, earthy, warm,
cold, contrasting, complementary,
harmonious.

Composition

Shape and
Form

• Dolan Geiman was born in 1977 in Hermitage, Virginia, USA.
• He grew up on a farm where he caught insects, listened
to mocking birds at midnight, painted with mud and dug
up American civil war relics. (The American civil war was
fought between the North and the South of America. It
lasted from 1861 to 1865, more than a 100 years before
the artist was born. Relics are left overs, things like bullets,
medals, horse shoes etc.)
• He says that his upbringing and childhood was a big
influence on the work that he creates.
• He specialises in reusing ‘found materials’, this means he
uses what ever he can find to create his art. These materials
include reclaimed wood, scrap metal and vintage paper
products – things like magazines, packaging, maps and
books.
• The main themes in Dolan Geiman’s art work are the
wildlife of America (plants and animals), American history,
American culture and the peoples of America. These things
collectively can be labelled as ‘Americana’.
• The peoples of America that feature most in his art are,
Native Americans, European Americans, African Americans
and Latino Americans.
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Associated Adjectives
Thick, heavy, thin, light, bold, sharp,
loose, crisp, curved, straight, organic.

Mood

Centred, asymmetrical, symmetrical,
balanced, unbalanced, lopsided,
overlapping, cluttered, chaotic,
spacious, empty, negative space.
2-D, flat, abstracted, simplified, stylized,
3-D, realistic, natural, detailed, distorted,
exaggerated, geometric.
Calm, peaceful, happy, joyful,
romantic, gloomy, miserable, sad,
sombre, exciting, thought-provoking,
dreamlike, surreal, mysterious, strange,
confusing, playful, childish.

9. How Dolan Geiman makes a
living from his art.
• Dolan Geiman sells his work from his own website.
Customers can buy original pieces of artwork and prints
(copies of originals). Prints cost £100, originals are a lot more
expensive, he also offers a framing service.
• He travels across America to arts fairs and festivals where he
rents a stall and sells his work to festival goers.
• Dolan Geiman has created a name for himself through
exhibiting his work in galleries and promoting his work
through social media. This has led to some major
commissions. He has produced work for New Balance,
YouTube and Fossil Clothing.
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Richard III Topic Guide
1. Context

2. Key Characters

Richard York: also called the Duke of Gloucester, and
eventually crowned King Richard III.

Playwright: Shakespeare (April 23rd 1564-April 23rd1616)
Dates: written around 1592–1594.
Published: in ‘The First Quarto’ in 1597
Era: Renaissance (1500-1600)
Genre: History (sometimes classified as a tragedy)
Set: England, late 15th Century (ends at Battle of
Bosworth)
Structure: Five Act Play

Duke of Buckingham: Richard’s right-hand man in his
schemes to gain power.

Biography of Shakespeare
• Born in Stratford-Upon-Avon on April 23rd 1564.
• Married Anne Hathaway in 1582.
• Left his family around 1590 to move to London to
become an actor and playwright.
• Highly successful, he established himself as the most
popular playwright of his day.
• Part-owner of The Globe Theatre in London.
• His first theatre group was called Lord Chamberlain’s
Men, later changed to the King’s Men (1603) under the
patronage of King James I.
• A prolific writer who is said to have written at least thirtyseven plays, as well as narrative poems and a collection
of sonnets.
• Died on his birthday in Stratford-upon-Avon in 1616.
Notable works
Shakespeare’s plays can be categorised into three genres.
• Tragedy: e.g. ‘Macbeth’, ‘King Lear’, ‘Hamlet’
• History: e.g. ‘Richard III’, ‘Antony & Cleopatra’, ‘Henry
V’
• Comedy: e.g. ‘Much Ado About Nothing’, ‘As you Like
It’, ‘Twelfth Night’

Queen Elizabeth: the wife of King Edward IV and the
mother of the two young princes (the heirs to the throne)
and their older sister, young Elizabeth.

Social, Historical & Literary Context
War of the Roses (1455–1485)
• The War of the Roses is the name given to series of
dynastic civil wars fought between the Houses of
Lancaster and the Houses of York for the English throne.
• The wars were named many years afterward from the
supposed badges of the each family: the white rose of
York and the red rose of Lancaster.
Battle of Bosworth (August 22nd 1485)
• The Battle of Bosworth is one of England’s most famous
battles, which ended with the defeat of Richard III by
Henry Tudor of the House of Lancaster.
• Tudor had marched with his force of approximately
2000 men from Milford Haven in Wales to Bosworth field
in Leicestershire.
• His victory at Bosworth resulted in coronation as King
Henry VII.
• Henry VII’s reign began the Tudor dynasty which lasted
until 1603, including the reign of two of England’s most
famous monarchs Henry VIII and Elizabeth I.

George, Duke of Clarence: Richard’s older brother, born
between Edward and Richard. Clarence is married to
and has two children, a son and a daughter.
King Edward IV: the older brother of Richard and
Clarence, and the King of England at the start of the
play.

Anne Neville: the young widow of Prince Edward, who
was the son of the former king, Henry VI.
Duchess of York: the widowed mother of Richard,
Clarence, and King Edward IV. The Duchess of York is
Elizabeth’s mother-in-law.
Margaret: the widow of the dead King Henry VI who was
from the House of Lancaster (the King before Edward)
and mother of Prince Edward who was murdered.
The Princes: Richard’s nephews. They are the two young
sons of King Edward IV and his wife, Elizabeth. Their
names are Prince Edward and the young Duke of York,
but they are often just referred to together as the Princes.
Dorset, Rivers, and Gray: the kinsmen and allies of
Elizabeth, and members of the Woodeville and Gray
families. Rivers is Elizabeth’s brother, while Gray and
Dorset are her sons from her first marriage.
Young Elizabeth: the former Queen Elizabeth’s daughter.
Ratcliffe, Catesby: two of Richard’s allies among the
nobility.
Richmond: a member of a branch of the Lancaster royal
family.

4. Key Vocabulary
Machiavellian
Villainous
Treacherous
Tyrant

A play based on a historical narrative,
often set in the medieval or early modern
past. History emerged as a distinct genre
from tragedy in Renaissance England.

Literary
Conventions

Defining features of particular literary
genres, such as novel, short story, ballad,
sonnet, and play.

Soliloquy

A speech or passage in a drama when
a character on stage speaks to himself /
herself or the audience, expressing their
inner thoughts and feelings.

Wicked or criminal behaviour.
Guilty of, or involving betrayal or deception.
A cruel and oppressive ruler.

Corrupt

Having or showing a willingness to act dishonestly in
return for money or personal gain.

Amoral

Lacking a moral sense; unconcerned with the
rightness or wrongness of something.

Charismatic
Ambition
Usurp
Usurper
To Depose
Slain
Kinsman
Fate

Someone or something with a compelling and
charming personality or traits that are attractive
and alluring to others.
A strong desire and determination to achieve
success.
To take a position of power or importance illegally,
or by force.
A person who takes a position of power or
importance illegally, or by force.
To remove from a throne or other high position.
To kill violently.
A blood relative.
The development of events outside a person's
control, regarded as predetermined by a
supernatural power.

Free Will

The ability to decide what to do independently of
any outside influence.

Destiny

The events that will happen to a particular person
or thing in the future which cannot be changed.

SelfDetermination

The ability or power to make decisions for yourself.

3. Key Terminology

3. Key Terminology
History play

Cunning, scheming, and unscrupulous, especially
in politics.

Aside

A remark or passage in a play that is intended to
be heard by the   audience but is supposed to
be unheard by the other characters on the stage.

Blank Verse

Unrhymed lines written in a poetic meter and
usually written in iambic pentameter (see below).

Rhyming
Couplets
Iambic
Pentameter

Two successive lines of verse of which the final
words rhyme with another.
A line of verse with five metrical feet, each
consisting of one short (or unstressed) syllable
followed by one long (or stressed) syllable, with
the accent (or emphasis) placed on the second
syllable.
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The Hunger Games
2. Key Terminology

1. Context
Author: Suzanne Collins
Nationality: American
Novel: The Hunger Games
Other notable works: Catching Fire, Mockingjay.
Genres: Dystopian Fiction
Era: 20th Century
Author biography
• Born August 22nd, 1920 to a Swedish mother and a father
with English heritage.
• Inspired in his early years by his aunt who read short stories
to him.
• Grew up in Arizona until the age of fourteen when his family
moved and settled in L.A.
• Throughout his childhood he was an avid reader and writer.
Wrote his first short story during the Great Depression in 1931
at the age of eleven.
• Started to write traditional horror stories at the age of twelve.
• In 1950, published his first major work, The Martian Chronicles.
• In 1953, his best-known novel Fahrenheit 451 was published.
• Published more than 30 books, approximately 600 short
stories, and numerous poems, essays, screenplays and plays.
• Defined himself as an American fantasy and horror author.
He rejected being labelled as a science fiction author, as his
work was based on the fantastical and unreal.
• Won the Pulitzer Prize for Literature in 2004 and received a
special citation from the Pulitzer board in 2007.
• Died on June 5th 2012, aged 91, in Los Angeles
Social, Historical & Literary context: Dystopian Fiction
• The word ‘dystopia’ is well-known as the opposite, or
antonym of ‘utopia’.
• ‘Utopia’ was first coined by Sir Thomas More (1478-1535) in
his 1516 work Utopia.
• Utopia comes from the Greek u-topos (‘no place’) and
eutopos (‘good place’).
• Dystopia comes from the Greek dys (‘bad’) and topia (‘bad
place’)
• If ‘utopia’ represents an ideal or dream society, ‘dystopia’
is the word used to refer to an imagined nightmare world
which is usually the world of the future.
• The noun ‘dystopia’ is defined as ‘an imaginary place or
condition in which everything is as bad as possible’.
• In a dystopian story, society itself is typically the antagonist
as society is actively working against the protagonist’s aims
and desires.
• The worlds depicted are often controlled by a totalitarian or
authoritarian government.
• Dystopian fiction often explores issues such as the loss of civil
liberties, living under constant surveillance, laws controlling
reproduction, and denial of the right to an education.
• Dystopias are often thought to be ‘cautionary tales’ but are
also used to explore the ideas of what is to be human.
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Dystopian
Fiction

Refers to a genre of writing
which explores the loss of civil
liberties, living under constant
surveillance, laws controlling
reproduction, and denial of the
right to education.

Literary
Conventions

Defining features of particular
literary genres, such as novel,
short story, ballad, sonnet, and
play.

Antagonist

A person who actively opposes
or is hostile to someone or
something; an adversary.

Setting

The time and place in which
the story takes place in a
piece of literature. Setting
can establish the mood or
atmosphere of a scene or story.

Mood

The feelings or atmosphere
perceived by a reader in a
piece of literature.

Motif

A dominant or recurring idea.

Symbolism

The use of symbols to express
ideas or qualities.

Foreshadowing

A literary device in which a
writer gives an advance hint
of what is to come later in the
story.

A literary device in which in an
Characterization author builds up a character in
a narrative.

Exposition

Rising Action

Refers to part of the story used
to introduce background
information about events,
settings, characters etc. to the
reader.
A related series of incidents
in a literary plot that build
toward the point of greatest
excitement/interest.

Climax

The point of highest tension in a
narrative.

Falling Action

Occurs immediately after
the climax, when the main
problem of the story has been
resolved.

3. Key Vocabulary
Dystopia

Utopia

Totalitarian

An imagined place or state in which
everything is unpleasant or bad, typically
a totalitarian or environmentally damaged
one.
An imagined place or state of things in
which everything is perfect.
A system of government that is centralised
and dictatorial and requires its people
to obey the government or state without
questions.

Fatalistic

Relating to or characteristic of the belief
that all events are predetermined and
therefore inevitable.

Nihilistic

Rejecting all religious and moral principles in
the belief that life is meaningless.

Repressed
Tyranny
Dehumanise

Oppressed or restrained.
Cruel, unreasonable and oppressive rule or
government.
To deprive some one of positive human
qualities.

Rebellion

The action or process of resisting authority,
control, or convention.

Paranoia

Unjustified suspicion or mistrust of people.

Propaganda
Ebbing

Using biased or misleading information to
promote a political cause or point of view.
To gradually decrease.

Interminably

Endless or continuing too long.

Perfunctory

Carrying out an action without real interest,
feeling or effort.

Paradox

A person or thing that combines
contradictory features or qualities.

Stagnating

Existing in an unchanging situation.

Futuristic
Oppressive
Bureaucratic

Having or involving technology or design
associated with the future.
Something or someone that limits freedom
of thought or action.
Inflexible rules, procedures and regulations .

Societal Norm

The unwritten rules of behaviour that are
considered acceptable in a group or
society.

Dictatorship

A government or a social situation where
one person / system makes all the rules
and decisions without allowing input from
anyone else.
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Non-fiction Social Justice Topic Guide
Key Terminology and Definitions

Key Vocabulary

A short amusing or interesting story
about a real incident or person.

Ideological

Based on or relating to a particular set of ideas of beliefs.

Imagery

Descriptive language which draws on
the five senses (sight, touch, smell, taste,
hearing).

Intolerance

Unwillingness to accept views, beliefs, or behaviour that
differ from one’s own.

Dialogue

A conversation between two of more
people as a feature of a book, play or
film.

Anecdote

Short
Sentence

A short, simple sentence is a sentence
which has one independent clause.

One-line
Paragraph

A one-line paragraph is a sentence
which stands on its own in a text.

Key Vocabulary

Gender Equality

Indoctrination

The process of repeating an idea or belief to someone until
they accept it without criticism or question.

Moral Integrity

Having the courage to do what we believe in our hearts to
be right.

Resistance

The act of fighting against something that is attacking you,
or refusing to accept something.

Activist

A person who believes strongly in political or social change
and takes part in activities

Sexism

Prejudice, stereotyping, or discrimination, typically against
women, on the basis of sex

The rights that each person has in a
society, whatever their race, sex, or
religion. It includes equality under the
law, in employment and the right to
vote.

Representation

Acceptance

The ability to see that others have the
right to be themselves. That means
they have the right to their own
feelings, thoughts and opinions.

Normalised/
Normalising

Authentic/
Authenticity

When a person is genuine and
does not pretend to be someone or
something they are not.

Autobiography

The account of a person’s life written
by that person.

Civil Rights

Equal access to opportunities regardless of gender.

Racism

The fact of including different types of people, for example
in literature, films, politics, or sport, so that all different groups
are represented.
To make something normal or return it to its normal state.
Prejudice, discrimination, or antagonism directed against a
person or people based on their membership of a particular
racial or ethnic group.
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Poetry Social Justice Topic Guide
2. Key Terminology

1. Context
Writer/Poet: Maya Angelou
Nationality: African American
Poem: ‘I Know Why the Caged Birds Sing’
Other notable poems/collections: The Completed
Collected Poems of Maya Angelou’ (1994),
‘Phenomenal Women’ (1995)
Biography
• Born Marguerite Annie Johnson in 1928 in St Louis,
Missouri.
• Her parents divorced when she was three. Along
with her brother, Bailey, went to live with their
grandmother in Arkansas.
• At seven, she returned to St. Louis to live with their
mother and her boyfriend. A few months later,
Angelou suffered a trauma which had a profound
impact on her.
• Following this ordeal, she refused to speak. For five
years she only communicated with her brother.
• Her teacher, Mrs. Flowers, helped to develop her
love for reading and language.
• She experienced different careers including a
dancer and a journalist.
• In 1969, her first autobiographical work, ‘I Know Why
the Caged Bird Sings’, was published. It recounts
her life up until she was sixteen.
• She was a prominent civil rights activist who
supported both Malcom X and Martin Luther King.
• Published another four autobiographies
documenting her life.
• President Barack Obama awarded her the
Presidential Medal of Freedom, the country’s highest
civilian honour.
• Died on 28th May 2014.
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Poet: William Blake (1757- 1827)
Nationality: English
Poem: ‘The Chimney Sweeper’
Other notable poems/collections: ‘London’,
‘Jerusalem’ ‘Tyger, Tyger’,
Era: Romanticism
Biography
• Born in Soho in 1757.
• When he was a child, Blake claimed to have
seen God at his window. He had similar visions
throughout his life.
• Apprenticed to an engraver at the age of ten.
Later studied at the Royal Academy.
• In 1784, set up a print shop in London. He engraved
and published Songs of Innocence in 1789, followed
by Songs of Experience in 1794.
• His poems emphasised the injustices of society and
the desperation of the poor in the late 18th century.
• Considered a pivotal figure in the history of
the poetry and the arts of the Romantic Age,
influencing poets from Coleridge to Yeats.
• Died in poverty in 1827.

Pace

Alliteration

The repetition of the same consonant sound,
often at the beginning of words.

Persona

Allusion

An expression designed to call something to
mind without mentioning it explicitly.

Personification

Assonance

The repetition of a vowel sound for emphasis.

Blank Verse

Poetry without rhyme but where the lines are
always of the same number of syllables; it is
usually written in iambic pentameter.

Contrast

Placing words, lines, verses etc. together to
emphasise their differences.

Couplet

Two successive lines of verse of which the final
words rhyme with another.

Dialect

A particular form of a language which is used
by people in a specific region or social group.

Dialogue

A conversation between two or more people.

Diction
Enjambment

A poet’s choice of words such as verbs,
adjectives to create a particular effect.
The overlapping of a sentence onto the
following line, usually to emphasise a word or
phrase at the start of a line or verse.

Refrain
Rhyme Scheme

The speed at which a poem flows.
The ‘speaker’ in a poem who is a created
character, not the poet.
The attribution of human feelings,
emotions, or sensations to an inanimate
object.  
A recurring phrase or set of lines.
The pattern of a poem’s rhyme, often
identified using letters e.g. ABABCC

Rhythm

The ‘movement’ of the poem as created
through the meter and the way that
language is stressed within the poem.

Setting

The description of the place in which a
poem is set.

Simile

A comparison that uses ‘like’ or ‘as’.

Standard
English
Stanza
Structure
Symbolism

The form of the English language which
is widely recognized as acceptable
wherever English is spoken and understood.
A group of lines forming a unit in a poem.
The way a poem is organised.
The use of symbols to express ideas or
qualities.

Extended
Metaphor

A metaphor that is developed throughout a
poem.

Form

The way a poem is set out, or a term used
to categorise poems which follow particular
conventions.

Tone

Feelings or ideas suggested by the
language used by the poet.

Free Verse

Poetry that does not have a regular pattern
of rhyme.

Verse

Another word for poetry; a group of lines
forming a unit in a poem, also known as
a stanza.

Half-Rhyme

Partial rhyme, which occurs when similar but
not identical sounds are repeated.

Volta

A ‘turning point’ in a poem.

Iambic
Pentameter

A line of verse with five metrical feet, each
consisting of one short (or unstressed) syllable
followed by one long (or stressed) syllable,
with the accent (or emphasis) placed on the
second syllable.

Image

A picture created with words, usually used to
describe an imaginative comparison often
using a simile or metaphor.

Irony

The use of words to imply the opposite of, or
something different from what is being said.

Juxtaposition

When two or more ideas, images, words
etc. are placed side b side to develop
comparisons and contrasts.

Metaphor

A comparison in which one thing is said to be
another.

Onomatopoeia

The use of a word that sounds like its meaning.

Syntax

The way in which sentences are structured.

FORM
Villanelle

A nineteen line poem consisting of five
units of three lines, rhymed or unrhymed,
followed by a quatrain.

Sonnet

A poem that has 14 lines and a particular
pattern of rhyme (ABAB CDCD EFEF GG).

Elegy

A poem of serious reflection, typically a
lament for the dead.

Ballad

A narrative poem which is typically written
in short stanzas.

Dramatic
Monologue

A poem in which an imagined speaker
addresses a silent listener, usually not the
reader.

Weather and climate
Background
1. Weather and climate are different, however both are
influenced, measured and described by a few factors. (A)
2. The climatic conditions of an area are determined by
several factors. (B)
3. There are four distinct climatic zones in the UK, which are
determined by the direction of the prevailing wind. (C)
4. Precipitation is caused when warm air rises. There are
three ways that this can happen. (B, D)
5. High pressure air systems bring warm, settled weather
conditions. (E)
6. Low pressure air systems bring wet, changeable weather
conditions. (F)
7. Tropical storms (an example of a low pressure climatic
hazard) need certain conditions to form. (G)
8. Hurricane Katrina is a famous tropical storm that affected
the USA in 2005. (H)

C

The UK’s air masses (See diagram 4)

Tropical
maritime

Wind from the south west brings wet weather,
with warm temperatures in the summer, but mild
in the winter.

Weather
Climate

Weather and climate
The day-to-day conditions of the atmosphere
which change quickly.
The average weather conditions over longer
periods of time.

Precipitation Any form of water falling from the sky.
Humidity
Air pressure

B Factors affecting weather and climate
Latitude

Winds

Altitude

Urban areas

Higher latitudes are colder. Lower latitudes
(nearer the equator) are hotter.
Wind can bring different weather conditions
depending on where it comes from.
Higher areas get more rainfall and are colder
than low land.
Can be 2.2°C warmer than the surrounding
rural areas.

Produced when warm air rises, cools and
condenses, forming clouds and then rainfall.
Warm air meets cold air and rises because
it is less dense. It cools, condenses forming
clouds, then precipitation.

Frontal

Wind from the north east brings dry weather
Polar
continental with cold temperatures in the summer, and
often freezing conditions in the winter.
Polar
maritime

		

Warm air is forced to rise as it meets a
hill or mountain. It cools at high altitude,
condenses and forms clouds, then
precipitation.

Relief

Wind from the north west brings wet weather
with cold temperatures.

E

High pressure systems

Areas where air is sinking, this air has little moisture.

Conditions

Negative impacts

Positive impacts

1. Calm weather with a cloudless sky.
2. Hot weather in summer, cold 		
weather in winter.
3. Morning frost is common.

1. Lots of sunlight means farmers can grow
more crops.
2. Increase in tourism, which boosts the
local economy.

F

1. Places such as Spain and Portugal
are at high risk of forest fires during
prolonged dry periods.
2. Can cause fog in the winter, which
can lead to traffic accidents.

Low pressure systems

The amount of moisture in the air.
The force exerted onto the Earth’s surface by
the weight of the air.

The types of precipitation

Convectional

Wind from the south east brings dry weather
Tropical
continental with hot temperatures in the summer, but mild
in the winter.

How is the air moving?

A		

D			

How is the air moving?

Air is rising, it cools and condenses causing high levels of precipitation.

Conditions
1. Unsettled weather which can 		
change quickly.
2. High winds and high cloud cover.
3. Precipitation occurs as rising air 		
cools and condenses.

G

Causes of tropical storms

High
Oceans have to be 26.5°C or higher.
temperatures
Weather
system

A low pressure system means air rushes in and
causes high winds.

Deep
ocean

Warm water is the power source for a tropical
storm and should be 60 metres deep or more.

Geography
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Negative impacts

Positive impacts
1. Rainfall refills stores of water, such as
reservoirs.
2. Wind farms will generate more energy.

G

1. Low pressure systems can cause 		
large, destructive storms.
2. Bad weather can harm the tourist 		
industry as tourists are put off.
3. Areas can be flooded.

Case study example: Hurricane Katrina 2005

Where?

New Orleans, south coast of the USA.

Effects
1. 1,836 died.
2. 10,000 people homeless.
3. Floods were up to 3 		
metres deep in places.

Responses
1. $105 billion was spent on
rebuilding.
2. 10,000 people evacuated
to the Superdome for 		
shelter.
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Ecosystems
Background
1. An ecosystem is a community of things that are linked
together to make up a type of environment. (A, B)
2. An ecosystem contains biotic (living) and abiotic (nonliving) parts. (B)
3. The climate of an ecosystem is very important as it
influences what you will find there. (C)
4. The main world biomes can be found in specific parts of
the world, they have very different climatic conditions &
features. (C, D)
5. The rainforest biome has some distinctive features. (F)
6. However, deforestation is a major challenge facing
rainforests world-wide. (E)
7. The deserts world-wide also have some key 		
characteristics. (G)
8. The Sahara desert is a place with opportunities for
people, but there are also challenges which need to be
overcome. (H)

C		
Climate
graph

A community of things linked together in an
environment.

Biome

An ecosystem on a large scale that covers
parts of continents and whole countries.
A place where plants and animals live.
Example: a pond, or hedgerow.

Habitat

Biodiversity The amount of variety of life there is in a place.

B

The living parts of an ecosystem. Examples:
plants, animals, humans.

Abiotic

The non-living parts of an ecosystem. Examples:
soil, climate, river.

Food chain

A diagram that shows what is eating what in an
ecosystem.
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A graph showing rainfall and temperature in a
place over a whole year.

Rain that is produced when warm air rises,
Convectional
cools and condenses, forming clouds and
rainfall
then rainfall.
High
pressure

Areas where air is sinking, this air has little
moisture, thus condensation can not happen.

F Rainforest features (4) (See Diagram 5)
Rainforest
layers

Forest floor, understorey, canopy, emergent
layer.

Nutrient
cycle

Nutrients move from living things to litter and the
soil in a continuous cycle, keeping both plants
and soil healthy.

Drip tip
leaves

A plant adaptation that lets excess water drip
off leaves quickly.

G

Desert characteristics (4)

Diurnal
range
Nocturnal

Features of an ecosystem (3)
Biotic

D		

Major global biomes (4)

Tundra

Precipitation Any form of water falling from the sky.

A     Classification of ecosystem (4)
Ecosystem

Climatic features (4)

Differences between the highest day and
lowest night time temperature.
Animals only come out at night.

Cactus

Long root systems to get as much water as
possible from dry ground.

Camel

Webbed feet to help walk in sand.

H

1. Found at the far north and south of the
planet.
2. A cold ecosystem, little rainfall.

Hot desert

1. Found along the Tropic of Cancer and the
Tropic of Capricorn.
2. Hot environments with little rain.

Tropical
rainforest

1. Found in places along the Equator.
2. Hot and humid environments with huge
amounts of rainfall.

1. The main biome of the UK and other places
along the same lines of latitude.
Temperate
forest
2. Warm summers, mild winters. No extremes of
temperature, rainfall.

E

Deforestation in the rainforest (6)

Deforestation

The cutting down and removal of forest. This
happens due to many factors.

Logging

Cutting down trees to sell the wood for a
profit, sometime this is done illegally.

Cattle
ranching

Removing trees from a large part of the
rainforest and keeping cows on the land.
These are sold for meat.

Slash and
burn
Soil erosion
Indigenous
tribes

A type of farming where you cut down a
small area of trees, burn the vegetation and
then grow crops on this land.
When the soil in an area loses its minerals
(water or wind erosion) so that it becomes
difficult to grow crops there.
A group of people who live traditional lives in
places (like the rainforest).

Opportunities and challenges for development in the Sahara desert
Where

The Sahara is found in Northern Africa.

Opportunities (2):
1. In Algeria, oil extraction accounts for 60% of the GDP.
2. Farming in Egypt happens because the Aswan dam
provides water all year round to grow crops and providing
an income for farmers.

Challenges (2)
1. Extreme temperatures can cause illness or death because
of dehydration.
2. Water is scarce and so farming can be unreliable meaning
an unreliable income for farmers.

Geography
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Diagram 1: Cave, arch, stack and stump

Diagram 4: Air masses

Diagram 3: The DTM

Diagram 5: The layers of the rainforest
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Elizabethan Religion
A. Changes To The Church

Key people:
1. Edward VI: Henry VIII’s only son and heir. King 1547-53. He was a stricter Protestant
than his father.
2. Mary I: Henry’s daughter by Catherine of Aragon. Queen 1553-58. She was a devout
Catholic.
3. King Philip II of Spain: A devout Catholic, married Mary I.
Keywords:
1. Book of Common Prayer: A book of prayers written for Church of England services in
English.
2. Counter-Reformation: The Catholic fight back against the spread of Protestantism.
3. Martyr: A person who is killed for their beliefs.
4. Propaganda: A piece of biased art or information used to promote a particular point
of view.
Key dates:
1547 - Edward VI crowned king.
1553 - Lady Jane Grey queen for nine days before Mary I crowned.
1554 - Mary I marries Phillip I and begins Catholic counter-reformation.

B. The Religious Settlement
Key people:
Elizabeth I: Henry’s daughter by Anne Boleyn. Queen
1558-1603. A Protestant and more tolerant than her
brother and sister.
Keywords:
1. Act of Supremacy: Made Elizabeth supreme governor of the Church of England.
2. Act of Uniformity: Established the appearance of churches and the form of services
held.
3. Royal Injunctions: Set of instructions enforcing the Acts of Supremacy and Uniformity.
4. Papal Bull: A formal announcement made by the Pope.
5. Puritans: A group of radical Protestants who wore simple clothing and tried to live
without sin.
6. Recusants: Catholics who were unwilling to attend church services laid down by the
religious settlement.
Key dates:
1559 - The Acts of Uniformity and Supremacy are passed.
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C. The Catholic Threat
Key people:
1. Mary Queen of Scots: Great-granddaughter of Henry VIII and
devout Catholic.
2. William Cecil: Elizabeth’s chief advisor, a Protestant, who
uncovered a plot.
3. Francis Walsingham: Elizabeth’s spymaster who uncovered several
plots.
4. Roberto Ridolfi: Arranged a plot to murder Elizabeth, launch a
Spanish invasion and put Mary Queen of Scots on the throne.
Keywords:
1. Priest hole: Secret hiding places in the homes of Catholics sheltering
Catholic priests.
2. Turning point: A moment at which a decisive change in a situation
occurs.
Key dates:
1570 - The Pope issues a Papal Bull against Elizabeth declaring her a
heretic.
1571 - The Ridolfi Plot.
1583 - The Throckmorton Plot.
1586 - The Babington Plot.

D. The Armada
Key people:
King Philip II of Spain: A former king of England and the most powerful
monarch in Europe who was determined to bring England under
Catholic control.
Keywords:
1. Armada: Fleet of Spanish warships sent to invade England in 1588.
2. Anglicanism: The religion
of the Church of England.
Key dates:
1588 - The Spanish Armada
sets sail for England.
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The English Civil War
A. Gunpowder Plot

E. Why Was The
Monarchy Restored?

C. Short-Term Causes

Key people:
1. James I: Protestant King of Scotland becomes King of
England in 1603.
2. Robert Catesby: Led the group of conspirators to blow up
parliament.
3. Guy Fawkes: An explosive expert caught red-handed
lighting the barrels of gunpowder under Parliament.
Keywords:
1. Conspiracy: A secret plan to do something unlawful or
harmful.
2. Parliament: A collection of people representing all parts
of England, who approve or reject laws.

Key people:
John Pym: The leader of a group of
five MPs who were particularly critical
of Charles.
Keywords:
1. Bishops’ War: An uprising against Charles I’s religious reforms
which began in Scotland.
2. Grand Remonstrance: A summary of the criticisms that
parliament had of the king.
3. Eleven-Years Tyranny: From 1629 until 1640 Charles I ruled
without calling Parliament once.
4. Long Parliament: A parliament, which met, on and off, from
1640-1660.

B. Long-Term Causes

D. What Happened After The War?

Key people:
1. Charles I: King of England from 1625, suspected to
be secretly Catholic (pictured).
2. Henrietta Maria: Charles I’s French Catholic wife.
3. Archbishop Laud: Appointed by Charles I, tried to
end Puritan practices.
Keywords:
1. Absolutist: A ruler who has supreme authority and
power.
2. Eleven-Years Tyranny: From 1629 until 1640 Charles I ruled without
calling Parliament once.
3. Ship money: A tax imposed on coastal towns to pay for their
defence from naval attack during a war.

Key people:
Oliver Cromwell: Former leader of
the New Model Army, becomes Lord
Protector in 1653 (pictured).
Keywords:
1. Commonwealth: The period when
England ceased to be a monarchy,
and was at first ruled by Parliament.
2. Godly Providence: A belief that events are
governed by the direct intervention of God in the
world.
3. Newcastle Propositions: A series of Parliament’s
demands in 1646, rejected by Charles.
4. Rump Parliament: The remaining members of
Parliament after it was purged.

Key people:
1. Charles II: Charles I’s
son appointed king,
restoring the monarchy.
2. General Monck: Took
it upon himself to close
down parliament and
order elections for the
first time in almost 20
years.
Keywords:
1. Declaration of Breda: A
set of promises made
by Charles II prior to
his restoration to the
monarchy.
2. Regicide: The
deliberate killing of a
monarch, or the person
responsible for doing so.
3. Eleven-Years Tyranny:
From 1629 until 1640
Charles I ruled without
calling Parliament
once.
4. Restoration: The return
of the monarch to
England with Charles II’s
coronation in May 1660.

Timeline
1603
James I
becomes
king.

1605
The
Gunpowder
Plot.

1625
Charles I
becomes
King of
England.

1629
The start
of the
‘elevenyears
tyranny’.

1637
Archbishop
Laud introduces
his prayer book
to Scotland.

1640
Charles I recalls
Parliament to
pay for the
Bishops’ War.

1642
The English
Civil War
breaks out.
Lasted until
1651.

1648
Parliament wins the
Second Civil War; Trial
and execution of Charles
I; England declared a
Commonwealth.

1653
Oliver
Cromwell
becomes
‘Lord
Protector’.

1658
Death
of Oliver
Cromwell.

1660
Charles II is
crowned
King,
beginning
the
Restoration.

1688
The Glorious
Revolution.
Mary and her
Dutch husband
overthrow Catholic
James II.
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The Transatlantic Slave Trade
A. Key People

C. The Transatlantic Slave Trade

1. John Newton: Worked on slave ships as a young
man. After a Christian conversion he renounced
the slave trade and became a prominent
abolitionist.
2. Thomas Clarkson: A key campaigner for abolition.
He formed the Society for the abolition of the Slave
Trade in 1787.
3. Toussaint L’Ouverture: Led the St Domingue, or
Haitian, rebellion which defeated the French and
British.
4. William Wilberforce: An MP for Yorkshire between
1784-1812. In 1787 he was persuaded to lead the
political movement for abolition. He proposed
multiple bills.
5. Olaudah Equiano: An ex-slave who had fought
repeatedly for his freedom. He wrote an
autobiography in 1789 called ‘The interesting
narrative of the life of Olaudah Equiano’.
6. Adam Smith: A leader of The Enlightenment
movement; he was an economist and a
philosopher from Scotland.

Keywords:
1. Trade Triangle: The trade routes for the slave trade.
2. Middle Passage: The second section of the Trade
Triangle which transported slaves between West Africa
across the Atlantic to the Americas.
3. Slave auction: A place where slaves were sold by the
traders and bought by the plantation owners.
4. Plantation: Farms or estates in The Americas where
crops were grown, usually, cotton, sugar, coffee and
tobacco.

B. Africa and the British Empire
Keywords:
1. Transatlantic slave trade: The forced movement
of around 12-15 million Africans across the Atlantic
Ocean to the Americas, where they were used as
slaves, between the 16th-19th centuries.
2. Empire: A group of countries ruled over by a single
monarch, ruler, or sovereign state.
3. Colony: An area of land settled by and under the
control of people from another country.
4. The Americas: Refers to anywhere Slaves were
shipped to in the region.
Key dates:
1607-1732 - British colonies were established in North
America.
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Key dates:
November 1781 - 133 sick slaves thrown off the slave ship
Zong.

D. Abolition
Keywords:
1. Abolition: Banning or getting rid of something.
2. Campaign: An organised course of action to achieve
a goal.
3. The Enlightenment: New ways of thinking that
emerged in the 18th century which emphasised
reason and logic over tradition and superstition.
4. Slave rebellions: An armed uprising by slaves.
5. Resistance: Refusing to cooperate.
6. Free market: An economic system based on supply
and demand.
7. Petitions: A list of requests or demands signed by many
people.
8. Boycott: When people refuse to buy something as a
protest.
Key dates:
1791 - Haitian/St Domingue rebellion led by Toussaint
L’Ouverture.
1804 - The independent state of Haiti declared.
1807 - The slave trade was abolished by parliament.

E. Harriet Tubman
Keywords:
1. Manumission: Released from Slavery.
2. Underground Railroad: A secret
network for helping slaves escape
from South to North, in the years
leading up to the American Civil War.
3. Emancipation: The process of being
set free.
Key dates:
1849 - Harriet Tubman escapes from
slavery, twice.
1850 - Harriet Tubman became a
conductor on the underground
railroad.
1863 - Harriet Tubman helps Northern
Union Soldiers during the American
Civil War.
1913 - Harriet
Tubman dies.
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Key Concept: Change and Continuity

The Religious Rollercoaster

Rate

1558 Elizabeth I is crowned
Queen of England
1553 Lady Jane
Grey ends her nine
day reign and Mary
I becomes Queen

Extent

1570 The Pope
issues a Papal Bull
against Elizabeth
declaring her a
heretic

1583 The Throckmorton Plot
1588 The Spanish
Armada sets sail
for England

Impact
How was
change
affected?

How much change occurred under each monarch?
How quickly or slowly did change occur and what effect
does that have? E.g. rapid change may not be particularly
long-lasting compared with gradual change.
How many people were affected and for how long? Was
this large scale but short term change?
What means were used to make this change happen? Was
it a government passing legislation, a monarch using arrest,
torture or execution or did change happen because of the
people i.e. a revolt?

Key People
1547 Edward VI is
crowned King
1554 Mary marries Philip II
of Spain and begins her
Catholic counter-reformation

1559 The
Acts of
Uniformity
and
Supremacy
are passed

1571 The
Ridolfi Plot

1586 The
Babington
Plot

1603 Death
of Elizabeth
I

Key Words
Act of Supremacy Made Elizabeth supreme governor
of the Church of England

Papal Bull A formal announcement made by the Pope

Act of Uniformity Established the appearance of
churches and the form of services held

Priest Hole Secret hiding places in the homes of
Catholics sheltering Catholic priests

Anglicanism The religion of the Church of England

Propaganda A piece of biased art or information used
to promote a particular point of view

Armada Fleet of Spanish warships sent to invade
England in 1588

Puritans A group of radical Protestants who wore
simple clothing and tried to live without sin

Book of Common Prayer A book of prayers written for
Church of England services in English

Recusants Catholics who were unwilling to attend
church services laid down by the religious settlement

Counter-Reformation The Catholic fight back against
the spread of Protestantism

Royal Injunctions Set of instructions enforcing the Acts
of Supremacy and Uniformity

Martyr A person who is killed for their beliefs

Turning Point A moment at which a decisive change in
a situation occurs

Edward VI King of England from
1547 - 1553. He was a devout
Protestant who passed a string
of reforms to make the church
Protestant.

Philip II King of Spain and briefly
of England after marrying Mary
I in 1554. He was devoutly
Catholic and fought against
the spread of Protestantism.

Mary I Queen of England from
1554 - 1558. She was raised
a Catholic and attempted
a counter-reformation by
marrying a Catholic king and
reversing Henry and Edward’s
changes.

Mary Queen of Scots Fled
Scotland in 1568 accused of
murdering her husband. She
was Henry VIII’s granddaughter
and had a legitimate claim to
the throne. Catholics sought to
replace Elizabeth with her.

Elizabeth I Queen of England 1558 - 1603. She sought a middle way
with her religious settlement which led to discontent from both Puritans
and Catholics. After a series of plots she became more intolerant
towards Catholics and pursued an Anglican version of Protestantism.

How do I use my knowledge organiser?
Have you learnt the key dates of this unit?
Can you put the dates into chronological order?
Have you mastered the key words?
Can you spell them?
Can you define them?
Have you understood the key concept?
Can you identify how change was affected?
Can you measure the impact of change?
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Knowledge Outcomes
1

What Catholic church service was abolished under Edward VI?

The Mass.

2

What language were church services and bibles in during Edward’s reign?

English.

3

Who was Mary I’s husband?

King Phillip II of Spain.

4

Why were monastic lands a challenge to Mary’s counter-reformation?

The Pope wanted the monastic land back but it had been sold to private landowners
during Henry VIII’s reign.

5

What happened to those Protestants who refused to accept the changes made by
Mary’s religious policy?

They were burned at the stake becoming Protestant martyrs.

6

Who was the head of the church during Mary’s reign?

Mary remained head of the church (papal supremacy was never reinstated).

7

Which three pieces of legislation made up Elizabeth I’s religious settlement?

The Act of Supremacy, the Act of Uniformity and the Royal Injunctions.

8

Why was Elizabeth’s religious settlement known as the middle way?

She was attempting to keep everyone in the country happy, including Catholics and
Puritans.

9

Why was Elizabeth concerned about France and Spain’s reaction to her religious
settlement?

Elizabeth was concerned that these Catholic countries might form an alliance against
England.

10

What was the vestments controversy?

Puritans felt that priests should not wear any special clothing that set them apart from
ordinary people. Puritans began to ignore this part of Elizabeth’s settlement.

11

Why did Elizabeth initially avoid persecuting Catholics who were disobedient?

She thought this would create martyrs and increase support to their cause, leading to
greater religious divide in the country.

12

Why did Mary Queen of Scots flee from Scotland?

She was accused of murdering her Protestant husband.

13

Why did many people see Mary Queen of Scots as a serious contender to the English
throne?

She was Henry VIII’s great granddaughter and had a legitimate claim to the throne; she
was also Catholic so many Catholics wanted to see her on the throne.

14

How did the Papal Bull in 1570 cast doubt over the loyalty of all Catholics in England?

The Papal Bull was a turning point for Elizabeth’s relationship with her Catholic subjects
as the Pope had ordered them to disobey their queen. She could no longer take
for granted the loyalty of English Catholics, making her increasingly suspicious and
intolerant.

15

Which foreign monarch was involved in the Ridolfi, Throckmorton and Babington plots?

King Phillip II of Spain.

16

How did Elizabeth and her government respond to these plots against her?

Elizabeth and her advisors eventually decided to crush Catholicism in England, cracking
down on the law and increasing the number of arrests against them.

17

What triggered Phillip’s desire to invade England?

The execution of Mary Queen of Scots.

18

Who had the upper hand at the Battle of Gravelines and why?

The English - their smaller ships sailed circles around the larger Spanish ones. They sunk 5
galleons and destroyed many more.

19

Why did the English send burning ships into the Spanish Armada when they were moored
in Calais?

To cause panic and confusion amongst the Spanish fleet.

20

How did the Armada strengthen Elizabeth’s religious policy?

Elizabeth used propaganda to show that the turn of the weather against the Armada
was God’s will that he wanted the Protestants to defeat the Catholic fleet.
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Key Concept: Interpretation
Message

Abolition of the Slave Trade
1607-1732 British
colonies were
established in North
America. British
became dominant
European trader of
slaves throughout
17th - 19th centuries.

1776 The colonies
declared
independence and
formed a USA.

The Enlightenment underpinned
this period, 18th-19th C
1768 Granville Sharp,
abolitionist, won
legal case of
Jonathan Strong.

1788 Petitions
flooded parliament
to abolish the slave
trade.

1789 Olaudan
Equlano wrote the
story of his life. His
campaign for slave
ship Zong 1797 was
successful.

1797 William
Wilberforce joined
12 opponents of
slavery, including
Thomas Clarkson.
He made speeches
in parliament.

1861-65 The
Am Civil War

1789-99
French Revolution
1791 Haitian/St
Domingue rebellion
led by Toussaint
L’Ouverture. 1804
declared independent
state of Haiti.

1831 Jamican
slave strike.
Plantation owners
responded with
violence.

1807 The slave trade
was abolished by
parliament. Slaves
could not be bought
or sold - but could be
owned.

1833 Slavery was
abolished.

Key Words

What is the interpretation about?

Impression

Is the tone of the interpretation positive or negative?
Why?

Convincing

Are the views supported with evidence or is key
information omitted?

Key People
John Newton worked on slave
ships as a young man. After
a Christian conversion he
renounced the slave trade
and became a prominent
abolitionist. He died shortly
after the 1807 abolition act
was passed in parliament.

William Wilberforce was an MP
for Yorkshire between 1784-1812.
In 1787 he was persuaded to
lead the political movement
by Granville Sharp and Thomas
Clarkson. He proposed multiple
bills and spoke passionately on
the matter.

Thomas Clarkson was a key
campaigner for abolition. He
formed the Society for the
abolition of the Slave Trade in
1787. After the Slave Act was
passed in 1807 he continued
campaigning in the Americas
to abolish slavery there.

Olaudah Equiano was an exslave who had fought repeatedly
for his freedom. He wrote an
autobiography in 1789 called ‘The
interesting narrative of the life of
Olaudah Equiano’; it became
a bestseller in Britain. Recent
research thinks this was part fiction
and abolition propaganda written
to support the legal campaign in
parliament.

Toussaint L’Ouverture led
the St Domingue, or Haitian,
rebellion. He was an excellent
military campaigner and
his strategies defeated the
French and British. He was
killed before the victory.

Adam Smith was a leader of The
Enlightenment movement; he was
an economist and a philosopher
from Scotland. He is known as the
‘father of capitalism’ and believed
that free market economies were
required for financial success.

Abolition The act of officially ending or stopping something, Petition A formal written request typically with many signatures
e.g. slavery.
appealing to authority about a particular cause, e.g. slavery.
The Abolitionists The leading campaigners against slavery.
Boycott To stop buying and/or using goods or a service as a
form of protest.
Campaign To work in an organised way towards a common
goal, usually a political or social one.
Colony A country or area under full or partial control of
another country and settlers from that country.
Contemporary Source Information used as evidence
from the time, e.g. artefact, diary, speech, government
document, memoir etc.
Empire A large group of countries ruled over by a single
monarch or sovereign state, e.g. The British Empire, USSR,
The Roman Empire.
Free Market An economic system in which prices are
determined by unrestricted competition through private
businesses responding to supply and demand.
Interpretation Historians’ construction of the past as a way
of explaining an event or period, using contemporary
sources.
Middle Passage The sea journey undertaken by slave
ships from West Africa across the Atlantic Ocean to The
Americas.
Overseer The person who, on large plantations,
directed the daily work of the slaves, usually white.

Plantation A large estate on which crops such as coffee,
sugar, tobacco and cotton are grown.
Propaganda Information designed to promote a political
cause or point of view.
Resistance Refusing to accept something and challenging it
within their means e.g. cultural resistance.
Slave Auctions A place where slaves were traded to the
highest bidder.
Slave Rebellions An armed uprising by slaves against the
plantation owners and the colonising authorities, e.g. Haitian
rebellion in 1791.
The Americas A broad geographical term, which includes the
North (USA after 1776) and South America and the Caribbean
Islands, known as The West Indies.
The Enlightenment A European intellectual movement of the
late 17th and early 18th centuries emphasising reason and
individualism over tradition. Influenced by philosophers such
as Adam Smith.
Trade Triangle A three-point trade process, from the
transportation of commodities to West Africa, enslaved
Africans to The Americas and raw materials (sugar, tobacco,
coffee and cotton) to Britain.
Transatlantic Slave Trade The transportation by slave traders
of enslaved African people, to the Americas, from the 16th to
the 19th centuries.

How do I use my knowledge organiser?
Have you learnt the key dates of this unit?
Can you put the dates into chronological order?
Have you mastered the key words?
Can you spell them?
Can you define them?
Have you understood the key concept?
Do you know what to look for in an interpretation?
Can you identify the key elements of a narrative account?
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Fluency Sheet
1

Which kingdom spread across most of North
and West Africa in the 13th–15th centuries? Kingdom of Mali.

21

What could people still do after 1807 with
slaves in the British Empire?

Own them (but not trade them).
1787.

2

In the Songhai Empire which city became
known as the city of culture?

Timbuktu.

22

When was The Abolition Committee of 12
influential men set up?

3

What was the King of Benin called?

The Oba.

23

Who were the initial members?

Granville Sharp; Thomas Clarkson; William
Wilberforce; Josiah Wedgewood.

4

Which ocean separates Europe and Africa
and The Americas?

Atlantic Ocean.

24

Every year between 1890 and 1806.

Which European countries became Empires
in the 17th and 18th centuries?

Britain, France, Portugal, Spain, Belgium, The
Netherlands, Denmark.

When did Wilberforce propose the abolition
bill?

5

25

Which Prime Minister supported him in
parliament?

William Pitt.

6

When did the British Empire become the
main trader in slaves, which saw their empire 1750-1780.
boom with economic success?

26

What did Thomas Clarkson do in his
campaign?

7

List two colonies of the British Empire.

India, Australia, Canada, 13 colonies of
America (became the USA).

Travelled the northern cities telling them
about the horrific truth of slavery and
proposing petitions for ordinary workers to
sign.

27

Who was the strong military leader of the
Haitian rebellion?

Toussaint L’Ouverture.

8

When did America declare independence
from Britain?

1776.
Commodities like weapons and fabric from
Britain to Africa.

28

9

What was transported on the first leg of the
Trade Triangle and where from and to?

When was the French Revolution and why
did this impact the Haitian rebellion?

1789-99. It meant the French withdrew
troops from their colonies including St
Domingue/Haiti.

Which black abolitionist wrote a bestselling
narrative account based on his own life?

Olaudah Equiano.

Who rounded up Africans and imprisoned
them to trade with Europeans?

African war tribes, such as the Ashante tribe,
evolved to round up Africans and march
them to the coast.

29

10

30

Why is Equiano’s narrative considered
abolitionist propaganda by some?

It later turned out he wrote about things
that did not happen to him, this was known
as abolition propaganda. It was based on
true accounts he knew of and still had a big
impact on the campaign.

11

What was the name of the second leg of
the trade triangle?

The Middle Passage.

12

What was the ship called where slaves
were thrown overboard in 1781 and then
won insurance on grounds of ‘damaged
product’?

The Zong.

13

Which abolitionist took sketches of slave
ships?

Thomas Clarkson.

14

Which abolitionist used to work on slave
ships until a Christian conversion?

John Newton.

15

What were secondary slave auctions
called?

Scrambles.

16

Which products were usually grown on West
Indies plantations?

Tobacco, sugar and coffee.

32

17

What was usually grown on the USA southern
Cotton.
states plantations?

18

What were the men who took control of the
slaves’ daily lives called?

The Overseer.

19

What is an example of punishment for
attempting to run away?

Mutilation; flogging; being kept in irons.

20

When did The Slave Trade become illegal by
1807.
British parliament?

20

31

33
34

What did British people boycott after they
heard about the provenance of it?
Which potter produced ‘Am I not a man
and a brother’ produce?
What was the religious group who supported
abolition called?
Which economist criticised the process
behind the slave trade and questioned
its economic success within a free market
global economy?

Sugar.
Wedgewood.
The Quakers.
Adam Smith.

35

How did slaves resist their treatment?

Cultural resistance; working slowly; rebellions.

36

When was the American Civil War?

1861-1865.

37

Who were the Confederates?

They were a southern army who believed in
maintaining slavery in America.

38

Who was the President and northern leader
during the American Civil War?

Abraham Lincoln.

39

Who was Harriet Tubman?

A famous slave who ran away and helped
others escape to the north for many years
after.

40

What were underground railroads?

A set of routes to help slaves run away
from the south to the north; they were very
dangerous journeys.
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8.3 HTML and CSS
Cyberbullying Advice
Cyberbullying is an extremely unpleasant and
upsetting experience. There are several
authorised websites that offer advice on how
to stay safe online and what to do if you find
yourself in this situation:
BBC
Webwise

http://www.bbc.co.uk/webwise

Bullying UK

0808 800 2222

CEOP
Helpline

0800 1111

Childline

http://www.childline.org.uk

ThinkUKnow

Block

2000

The use of electronic communication to

hurting of one person or group of people

The information about a particular person
that exists online as a result of their online
activity

Hacking

Gaining unauthorised access to
information, with the intention of stealing
data or causing damage

Netiquette

The acceptable way of communication
online

Online
Grooming

When someone builds an online relationship
with a young person and tricks them or
pressures them into doing something sexual

Phishing

The method of trying to gather personal
information using dishonest emails and
websites

Social
Network

An online platform that allows users to
create a profile and interact with other
users online

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

Active digital footprints are data trails you
intentionally leave online such as posting updates,
liking photos and uploading videos onto social
media sites

2008

2009

2010

Passive digital footprints are data trails you
unintentionally leave online such as recording your
web browsing and search history
Phishing emails target individual’s online banking
credentials, credit card details, or other login
information such as usernames and passwords
Webcams can be used in many ways such as video
conferencing, online gaming, online dating, job
interviews, vlogging, or home security
More than 1,500,000 million people fall victim to
some sort of cyber crime every day

An email that is sent to a number of
people which mostly consists of advertising

2007

Hackers ‘stole’ Game of Thrones scripts, obtaining
1.5 terabytes of HBO company data
An encryption is when data is scrambled before
being transmitted, meaning only the recipient who
has the ‘key’ can unscramble

Digital
Footprint

http://www.thinkuknow.co.uk

2001

It is strongly recommended that you use a unique
password for each of your important online
accounts

Action taken to stop interactions from
certain people via online communication

Cyberbullying bully a person, by the repetitive, intentional

Spam

1999

Key Information

Definitions

2011

It is estimated that over 25% teenagers have
been bullied repeatedly through electronic
communication

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017
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Digital

Analogue

Telling the time

Angles in Parallel Lines
Opposite angles – where 2 lines cross, the opposite
angles are equivalent.

8:15 AM or PM
AM
12
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

8:45 AM or PM

PM
00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11

Convert between
metric units of length

PM DIGITAL
12
12
1
13
2
14
3
15
4
16
5
17
6
18
7
19
8
20
9
21
10
22
11
23

8:13 AM or PM

Convert digital to analogue

Supplementary angles – sometimes known as internal
angles, must add up to 180 degrees.

Write 04:05 into analogue
4:05am

Exterior and Interior Angles

Convert between
metric units of length

x1000
L

Interior Angle
Inside the
Polygon

M

x1000
ML

KG

÷1000

x100

G
÷1000

CM
x1000

÷100

÷1000

x1000
KM

M
÷1000

x1000
CM3

L

22

Exterior Angle
Outside the
Polygon

MM
÷10

a
b

f

Alternate angles – when a line passes through a pair of
parallel lines, alternate/opposite angles are equivalent.

Convert between
metric units of length

KG

T
÷1000

a
c

Corresponding angles – when a line passes through a
pair of parallel lines, similar or corresponding angles are
equivalent.

x10
CM

b
d

Interior Angle + Exterior Angle = 1800
1800 - Interior Angle = Exterior Angle

g

x
y
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Presenting and
Interpreting Data

er

t
me

Dia

What does the average of a
list of numbers represent?

Data Tables
Bar Charts
Line Charts
Pie Charts

rd
Cho
Radiu
s
Cent
re

It represents the one number
which best represents the
entire list of numbers.

Ratio

You can find the average
using one of 3 methods.

Circumference
Circumference = π x d = πd
Area = πr2

Mean – add all the numbers
up and divide by how many
you have.
Median – the middle number
once the numbers are in order.
Mode – the most popular
number from the list.
Range – the difference
between the highest and
lowest number in a list.
NOTE: the range is NOT a type
of average, it is a measure of
spread.

Squares : Circles : Triangles
1
:
3 :
2

2-way table – organises data into 2 categories (e.g. men and women)

Semi-circle
C = πd
Curved perimeter of a
semi-circle = c÷2
Perimeter:
(c÷2)+D
A = πr2 ÷ 2

Men
Women
Total

Quarter-circle
C = πd
Curved perimeter of a
quarter-circle = c÷4
Perimeter:
(c÷4)+2r
A = πr2 ÷ 4
Three Quarter Circle
C
C=3
4
Curved perimeter of three
quarter circle = c/πd
Perimeter:
(c÷4×3)+2r
A = πr2 ÷ 4 x 3

Types of Averages

Average

Basketball
16
2
18

Baseball
27
6
33

Tennis
5
16
21

Swimming
12
16
28

Total
60
40
100

Venn diagram – shows information about two or more sets of data and the
relationship the sets of data have to each other

10 5 25 31 8
Numbers in
the 5x table

r

10

5
25

Odd
numbers

31

8
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3D Shapes
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• Percentage: Number of
parts per 100.

31% means 31/100

• Fractions to Decimals:
Divide the numerator by
the denominator using the
bus stop method.

3/8 = 3÷8 = 0.375

• Decimals to Fractions: Write
as a fraction over 10, 100 or
1000 and simplify.

0.36 =

• Percentages to Decimals:
Divide by 100.

8% = 8 ÷ 100 = 0.08

• Decimals to Percentages:
Multiply by 100.

0.4 = 0.4 ×100% = 40%

• Fractions to Percentages:
Percentage is just a
fraction out of 100. Make
the denominator 100 using
equivalent fractions with
and without a calculator.

• Percentages to Fractions:
Percentage is just a fraction
out of 100.
• Write the percentage over
100 and simplify.
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Prism

Name of prism

Features of prism

Cuboid

Cross Sectional face: Square or
Rectangle

Triangular Prism

Cross Sectional face:
Triangle

Pentagonal Prism

Cross Sectional face:
Pentagon

Hexagonal Prism

Cross Sectional face:
Hexagon

Octagonal Prism

Cross Sectional face:
Octagon

Cube

Cross Sectional face:
Square

36
= 9/25
100

3 = 12 =12%
25 100
9
× 100 = 52.9%
17

14% = 14 = 7
100
50

Volume of 3D Shapes
Volume of prism = Cross sectional area x depth
Volume of cylinder = ∏r2 x depth
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Reggae
ReggaeMusic
Music

A

C#E

E

A

G#

B

C#

E

E

G#

B

Caribbean.
Caribbean.

Leitmotif
A theme tune that
represents a character,
Tonality
Tonality
place
or thing.

E Chord
– E,
E, B
G#, B
Chord
– A,
–C#,
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– EE,EChord
G#,
B –G#,
–AA,Chord
C#,
E
E
Chord
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A

E
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F#

F#

F#
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F#

F
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F#,
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F#,
A
F#,AA A
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F#,
AChord
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D

D

A

B

Tempo
The speed of
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A

D

A

A

A
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major
or or
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major
minor.
Tonality
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or minor.

FFG
CF CCCG GG
G
F
C
G

Volume in music
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written/made
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written/made
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Timbre
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aHow
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playing.
Howis.low
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or
playing.
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low
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is.

Skank
Chords
Skank
Chords

playing.

Mickey
Mousing
Mickey
Mousing

Skank
chords
are
short,
off-beat
chords
Skank
chords
are
short,
off-beat
chords
Skank
chords
are
short,
off-beat
chords
played
on beats
2 and24.
played
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beats
4. 4.
played
beatsand
2 and

Key Words

Film Music
Key Words

Texture
Texture
Texture
Texture
Texture
LayersLayers
––aaway
Texture
Layers
way
–toatoway to

Skank
Skank
Chords
Chords
Chords
SkankSkank
Chords

low a low
noteais.
note is.
low a note is.

Hero
Themes
Hero
Themes

Villain
Themes
Villain
Themes

Hero
Themes
Villain Villain
Themes
Mickey
Mousing
Hero
Hero
Themes
Themes Villain
Villain
Theme
Th
Mickey
Mousing
Mousing
Hero Themes
Themes
MickeyMickey
Mousing

kSkank
chords
chords
areoff-beat
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Remember – To add a bassline simply add a single note that is lower in pitch,
using your left hand. This will be the root note.
E.g. A single note of G in a G chord, single note of D in a D chord.
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G Chord – G, B, D

D Chord – D, F#, A
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G
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B
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G, B,
B, D
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G, B, ––DG,

D
D

E

D
D

D

G

A
A

A

Em Chord – E, G, B

C Chord – C, E, G
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Top
Tip!
TopWhich
Tip! Which
Which
Top Tip!
Beats?
Beats?Beats?
Kick
Kick Drum
Drum
1&
&3
3
Kick Drum
= 1 & 3== 1
Snare
Drum
2&
&4
4
Snare Snare
Drum Drum
= Mid-Tom
2 & 4== 2
Hi-hat
13+++2
24++ 3
3 ++ 4
4
Hi-hatHi-hat
= 1 + 2==+1
Ride Cymbal

D
– D,
A
DC–Chord
Chord
D, F#,
F#,
D Chord
D, F#,
E –A
G A

B

Top Tip! Which Beats?
Kick Drum = 1 & 3
Snare Drum = 2 & 4
Hi-hat = 1 + 2 + 3 + 4

G
G

Ride
Ride Cymbal
Cymbal
Ride Cymbal
Floor Tom

Drum Kit Skills
Ride Cymbal
Drum
Kit
High-Tom
Drum
Kit Skills
Skills
Drum
Kit Skills

Ride
Hi-hat
Ride Cymbal
Cymbal
Ride Cymbal
Mid-Tom
High-Tom
Mid-Tom
High-Tom Cymbal
Mid-Tom
High-Tom
Snare Drum

Hi-hat
Hi-hatHi-hat
Cymbal
Cymbal
Cymbal

Bass/Kick
Drum

Snare
Snare Snare
Drum
Drum Drum

Floor
Floor Tom
Tom
Floor Tom
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Methods of Training
Continuous Training

Fartlek Training

Circuit Training

Interval Training

Plyometric Training

Weight Training

Long periods of
moderate work,
without rest.

A continuous workout,
involving changes in
speed and/or terrain.

A series of exercises
performed in a circuit.

Involves alternating
periods of work and
rest.

A series of explosive
movements such as
jumps, bounds and
hops.

A workout using
weights or body weigh
as a form of resistance.

What components of
fitness does it improve?

What components of
fitness does it improve?

What components of
fitness does it improve?

What components of
fitness does it improve?

What components of
fitness does it improve?

What components of
fitness does it improve?

Cardiovascular and
Muscular Endurance
This can help improve
performance in sports
such as:
Marathon Running
Cycling
Swimming

Cardiovascular and
Muscular Endurance
This can help improve
performance in sports
such as:
Football
Rugby
Netball

Easily adapted
to improve any
component
This can help improve
performance in sports
such as:
Can be adapted to
suit all sports.

Speed or
Cardiovascular
Endurance
This can help improve
performance in sports
such as:
Sprinting
Distance Running
Javelin Throwing

Power
(Speed x Strength)
This can help improve
performance in sports
such as:
Basketball
Long Jump
Hurdles

Muscular Strength,
Endurance and Power
This can help improve
performance in sports
such as:
Weight Lifting
Rugby
Shot Putt

Principles of Training (S.P.O.R.T.I.F.)
For training to successfully improve components
of fitness, the person who is training must follow
the ‘Principles of Training’:

Specificity: Training must match the requirements
of the activity so the right muscles and body
systems are improved

Progressive Overload: Gradually increasing the
amount of difficulty so that fitness gains occur,
but without the risk of injury.

Overtraining: This means doing too much
training. This must be avoided so injuries don’t
occur. Rest is also important when training.

Reversibility: Just as fitness improves with training
it can decline if you stop training. This must be
avoided.

Thresholds of Training: To improve your fitness,
you should train within your target heart rate
zone.

Individual Needs: Everybody is different and has
different needs. It is important to match training
to the requirements of the individual.

F.I.T.T.
Frequency: How often you train.
Intensity: How hard you train.		

Time: How long you train for.
Type: The type/method of training.
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Muscles increase in muscular strength
Muscles increase in muscular endurance
Muscles increase in powerMuscular System

Taking part
PE in regular exercise, or training around three times per week for six weeks, will lead to adaptation of the body systems that are used or

•
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Skeletal System

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Long Term Effects of Exercise
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Long Term
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Effects
Effects of
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(more air can fit inside the
lungs).

Performing Arts
1 of 2
Devised Theatre
Horror performance
Horror Performances techniques to used
A freeze frame
Thought Tracking

Devised Theatre
This is when you are given a theme/stimulus
and you work as a group to created your
own performance.

Gestures
Body language
Facial Expressions
Voice projection
Accent

Spooky
Gothic
Dark

Slow motion
Chorusing

Horror Story telling

Story telling
Plot
Setting : Woods, Castle, school Haunted
House
Characters
Start
Middle
End

Gloomy
Dismal
Ghosts
Scary
Atmosphere
Still
Imagination
Creativity

Creating a character

Above is an image of a woodland setting
which you could choose as a set design
idea, which you could paint or have as a
projected back drop.

Who is my character?
What does my character look like?
What are they wearing?
What do they sound like?
Do they have an accent or a character
voice?
What makes my character interesting?
How does my character move around the
stage?
What is my characters personality like?
Are they good or evil?

Exciting
Dramatic
Ideas
Knowledge
Perfection
Team work
Direction
Costumes
Sound effects
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Performing Arts
2 of 2
Scripted theatre Hedge Hopping

Key Words

Plot: four young adventurous boys with completely different personalities go Hedge Hopping this
is when the fun begins…
Characters: Matt is the lively energetic character, CJ is the cool character who likes his designer
clothes, Den is the one who always finishes the challenges and races first, Hacker is the one who is
good with computers.

Staging
Theatre
Script
Characters
Voice projection
Accents
Gestures
Body language
Direction
Team work
Chorusing
Movement
Freeze frame

Theatre staging
when watching a performance at a theatre
or a venue there are lots of different types of
staging, and here are some examples of them.
The images on the left show four different types
of staging.
1. Arena staging ,where the audience are all
around the stage this can also be seen as the
round.
2. Proscenium theatre this is similar to our
schools theatre.
3. Thrust staging this is how the staging is laid
out in my classroom.
4. Flexible stage this is were the audience can
be any were and they may move around
throughout the performance.
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8BE Electricity and Magnetism
Bar magnets

Magnetic fields

Most materials are not magnetic.
A magnetic material can be magnetised or will be attracted to
a magnet.
Not all metals are magnetic.
These metals are magnetic:
• Iron
• Cobalt
• Nckel
• Steel (because it contains iron).

A magnet creates a magnetic field around it (you cannot see
a magnetic field)
A non-contact force is exerted on a magnetic material brought
into a magnetic field. It is non-contact force because the
magnet and the material do not have to touch each other.

A bar magnet is a permanent magnet - its magnetism cannot
be turned on or off.
A bar magnet has two magnetic poles:
• north pole (or north-seeking pole)
• south pole (or south-seeking pole)

We represent magnetic fields using diagrams
• each field line has an arrow from north 		
		to south;
• the field lines are more concentrated 		
		at the poles;
• the magnetic field is strongest at the 		
		poles.

The Earth’s magnetism
The Earth behaves as if it contains a giant bar magnet.
Its magnetic field lines are most concentrated at the poles.
This magnetic field can be detected using magnetic materials
or magnets.
The compass
A compass comprises:
• a magnetic needle mounted on
		a pivot (so it can turn freely)
• a dial to show the direction

If the needle points to the N on the dial, you know that the
compass is pointing north.

Field lines also show what happens to the magnetic fields of two
magnets during attraction or repulsion.

Attract and repel
Opposite poles will attract, and like poles will repel.
Testing for magnets
You can only show that an object is a magnet if it repels a
known magnet.

Electromagnets
When an electric current flows in a wire, it creates a magnetic
field around the wire.
The magnetic field around an electromagnet is the same as
around a bar magnet.
We can make the electromagnet stronger by:
• wrapping the coil around a piece of iron (such as an 		
		iron nail)
• adding more turns to the coil
• increasing the current flowing through the coil
Too much current can cause heating.
Advantages of electromagnets:
• they can be turned on and off
• the strength of the magnetic field can be varied
• reversing the current (turning the battery around), 		
		reverses the direction of the field (swaps the poles)

DC motors
Passing an electric current through a wire in a field will make the
wire move. This is called the motor effect.
The diagram shows a simple electric motor:
• there is an electric current in the coil of wire
• this generates a magnetic field;
• which interacts with the fixed magnets;
• this makes the coil rotate
The speed of the motor can be increased by:
• increasing the strength of the magnetic field
• increasing the current flowing through the coil

Electric bell
Electric bells like the ones used in most schools also contain an
electromagnet.
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8BE Electricity and Magnetism

Electric charge
Some particles carry an electric charge.
In electric wires these particles are electrons.
Electric current
An electric current is a flow of charge, and in a
wire this will be a flow of electrons.
We need two things for an electric current to flow:
• something to transfer energy to the electrons, 		
		such as a battery or power pack
• a complete circuit for the electrons to flow 		
		through

Current
The more charge that flows, the bigger the
current.
Current is measured in amperes (A).
This can be shortened to amps.

Series circuits
In a series circuit, the components are
connected in series (one after the other) on
a single loop of wires.
The current is the same everywhere in the
circuit.

Measuring current
We measure current using an ammeter.
It is connected in series.

Current is not used up by the components.

Potential difference
Potential difference is a measure of the difference
in energy between two parts of a circuit.
The bigger the difference in energy, the bigger
the potential difference.
Potential difference is measured in volts (V).
It is sometimes called voltage.

Adding cells, increases the current.

Potential difference (V)

Measuring potential difference
Potential difference is measured using a device
called a voltmeter.
It is connected in parallel.

Parallel circuits
In a parallel circuit, the components are
connected
on different branches of the wire.
When components are connected in
parallel, the current is shared between
the components.

Current (A)

If a bulb breaks in a parallel circuit, the
other bulb will remain lit.

Circuit symbols

Conductors and insulators of electricity
Different materials have different resistances:
• an electrical conductor has a low resistance;
• an electrical insulator has a high resistance.
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Conductors

Insulators

Metal elements

Most non-metal elements,
e.g. sulfur, oxygen

Graphite (a form of carbon,
a non-metal element)

Diamond (a form of carbon,
a non-metal element)

Mixtures or metals, e.g.
brass, solder

Plastic

Salt solution

Wood

Liquid calcium chloride

Rock

Current

Potential
difference

Unit

ampere. A

volt. V

Measuring
device

Ammeter in
series

Voltmeter in
parallel

Circuit symbol
of measuring
device

A

V

Resistance
Wires and the components in a circuit reduce the flow of
charge. This is called resistance.
The unit of resistance is the ohm (Ω).
Adding components
The resistance increases when you add more components in
series.
Calculating resistance
To find the resistance of a component, you need to measure:
• the potential difference across it;
• the current flowing through it.
The resistance is the ratio of potential difference to current. We
use this equation to calculate resistance:
resistance = potential difference ÷ current
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8BE Electricity and Magnetism
opposite charges attract

Atoms and electrons

-

All substances are made of atoms.
These are often called particles.
An atom has no overall electrical charge (electrically neutral);
Each atom contains even smaller particles called electrons.
Each electron has a negative charge.
• atom gains an electron, it becomes negatively charged.
• atom loses an electron, it becomes positively charged.
Electrons can move from one substance to another when
objects are rubbed together.

+

+

+

like charges repel

Moving charges

Forces from static electricity
A charged object creates an electric field (you cannot see
an electric field). If another charged object is moved into the
electric field, a force acts on it. The force is a non-contact force
because the charged objects do not have to touch for the
force to be exerted.
Repulsion and attraction
Two charged objects will:
• repel each other if they have like charges (they are both 		
		positive or both negative);
• attract each other if they have opposite charges (one is 		
		positive and the other is negative).
Attract and repel
Opposite charges will attract, and like charges will repel.
Electric fields
We represent electric fields using diagrams (just like with
magnetic fields):
• each field line has an arrow from positive to negative;
• the field lines are more concentrated where the field is 		
		strongest.
Field lines also show what happens to the electric fields during
attraction or repulsion.

When you rub two different materials against each other, they become electrically charged.
This only works for electrically insulated objects and not with materials like metals, which conduct and the duster
becomes positively charged.

For example, if you rub an perspex plastic rod with a
duster:
• electrons move from the rod to the duster
• the duster becomes negatively charged and the rod
		becomes positively charged

The opposite thing happens with a polythene rod:
• electrons move from the duster to the rod
• the rod becomes negatively charged and the duster
		becomes positively charged
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1

Current

• A flow of charge (electrons) around a circuit
• Measured in amps (A)
• Formula symbol is I

2

Electrons

• A negatively charged particle which transfers
energy in a circuit

3

Potential
Difference

•
•
•
•

Also called voltage
The amount of energy carried by the charge
Measured in volts (V)
Formula symbol is V

• Slows down the flow of charge
• It is measured in ohms (Ω)
• Formula symbol is R

• Resistor.
• Decreases the current.

14

15

+

-

16

Conductor

17

Insulator

• Battery.
• A chemical store of energy.

• Something which conducts electricity.

4

Resistance

5

Series Circuit

• There is only one route for the current to take,
the circuit has one branch

18

Static charge

6

Parallel Circuit

• There is more than one route/branch that the
current can take

19

Attract

• Two objects with opposite charges will be
attracted to each other

7

Circuit Diagram

• Represents real circuits showing all of the
components

20

Repel

• Objects with like charges will move away (repel)
from each other

8

Cell

21

Magnets

• Source of potential difference

9

Battery

10

X

• Filament bulb

11

V

• voltmeter
Measures potential difference

12
13
34

8BE Electricity and Magnetism

A

• Two or more cells put together

• A poor conductor.
• When a transfer of electrons between insulators
creates an electric field

• Have a north and south pole
• They have an invisible magnetic field around
them
• Like poles repel, unlike poles attract
• A magnet which can be switched on or
off using electricity.
•Can be made stronger by increasing the number
of turns in the wire or increasing the current.

22

Electromagnet

• ammeter
Measures current
• Switch

A series circuit

A parallel circuit

8CM Materials and the Earth
The greenhouse effect
• Thermal energy from the Earth’s surface escapes into
space.
• If too much thermal energy escaped, the planet would
be very cold.
• Greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, trap escaping
thermal energy.
• This causes some of the thermal energy to pass back to
the surface.
• This is called the greenhouse effect, and it keeps our
planet warm.
• Carbon dioxide is an important greenhouse gas.

Ceramic materials

The Earth’s atmosphere

• Are solids made by baking a
starting material in a very hot
oven or kiln
• Are hard and tough
• Have very many different
uses Brick and pottery are
examples of ceramics.

Polymers
Polymers are made by
joining lots of small molecules
together to make long
molecules.

Humans burn fossil fuels which releases carbon dioxide,
increasing the greenhouse effect. More thermal energy
is trapped by the atmosphere, causing the planet to
become warmer than it would be naturally. This increase
in the Earth’s temperature is called global warming.
Climate change and its effects as a result of global
warming includes:
• Ice melting faster than it can be replaced in the Arctic
and Antarctic.
• The oceans warming up – their water is expanding and
causing sea levels to rise.
• Changes in where different species of plants and 		
animals can live.

The Carbon Cycle
The properties of polymers
are:
• Chemically unreactive
• Solids at room temperature
• Plastic – they can be
moulded into shape
• Electrical insulators
• Strong and hard-wearing

Composites
Composite materials are made from two or more different
types of material.
E.g. MDF is made from wood fibres and glue; fibreglass is made
from glass fibres and a tough polymer.
Reinforced concrete is a composite material made from steel
and concrete. When the concrete sets, the material is:
• Strong when stretched (because of the steel)
• Strong when squashed (because of the concrete)

Polymers are usually
chemically unreactive.
Advantage: plastic bottles will
not react with their contents.
Disadvantage: they do not rot
quickly and they can cause
litter problems.
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8CM Materials and the Earth
Sedimentary rocks
Sedimentary rocks are formed from
the broken remains of other rocks
that become joined together.
transport deposition
sedimentation compaction
cementation
• Transport: A river carries pieces of
broken rock as it flows along.
• Deposit: When the river reaches a
lake/sea, it settles at the bottom.
• Sedimentation: The deposited
rocks build up in layers, called
sediments.
• Compaction: Weight of sediments
on top squashes sediments at
bottom.
• Cementation: Water is squeezed
out from between pieces of rock
and crystals of different salts form.
The crystals stick the pieces of rock
together.

Igneous rocks

Metamorphic rocks

Igneous rocks are formed molten
rock that has cooled and
solidified.
Molten (liquid) rock is called
magma. If it:
• Cools slowly, it will form rock with
large crystals
• Cools quickly, it will form rock 		
with small crystals

Metamorphic rocks are formed from other rocks that are changed because of
heat or pressure.
• Earth movements can cause rocks to be deeply buried or squeezed.
• These rocks are heated and put under great pressure.
• They do not melt, but the minerals they contain are changed chemically,
forming metamorphic rocks.
• Metamorphic rocks rarely contain fossils. Any that were present in the original
sedimentary rock will not normally survive the heat and pressure.

Extrusive

Intrusive

On the
surface

Underground

Quickly

Slowly

Size of
crystals

Small

Large

Examples

Obsidian
and basalt

Granite and
gabbro

Where the
magma
cooled
How fast
the magma
cooled
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Recycling
The Earth’s resources are limited. We can recycle many resources, including:
• Glass: It can be melted and remoulded to make new objects. The energy needed 		
is less than the energy needed to make new glass. Must be sorted into different 		
coloured glass ready for recycling, and transported to recycling plants.
• Metal: It takes less energy to melt and remould metals than it does to extract new 		
metals from their ores. Aluminium is a metal that melts at a low temperature, so it is 		
attractive for recycling.
• Paper: It is broken up into small pieces and reformed to make new sheets of paper.
Takes less energy than making new paper from trees. Paper can only be recycled 		
a few times before its fibres become too short to be useful and it is often only good 		
enough for toilet paper or cardboard, or used as a fuel or compost.
• Plastic: Many plastics (but not all) can be recycled. For example, some plastic 		
bottles can be recycled to make fleece for clothing. Recycling means that we use 		
less crude oil, the raw material needed for making plastics. They have to be sorted 		
first and this can be difficult, but recycling does stop it ending up in landfill.
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8CM Materials and Earth

1

Atmosphere

• The gases that surround a planet
• On Earth, this is mainly nitrogen and oxygen
(plus a small amount of carbon dioxide)

2

Combustion

• A process that releases carbon dioxide
into the atmosphere

3

Photosynthesis

• A process carried out by plants and algae,
which removes carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere.
• Carbon dioxide + Water -> Glucose + Oxygen

4

Respiration

• A process carried out by all living things, which
adds carbon dioxide to the atmosphere
• Glucose + Oxygen -> Carbon dioxide + Water

5
6
7

Decomposer

Deforestation
Greenhouse
effect

• When carbon dioxide and methane trap
radiation from the Sun in the atmosphere
• An increase in global mean temperatures
• Caused by the greenhouse effect
• Causing polar ice caps to melt and rainfall
patterns to change

8

Global warming

9

Crust

• The outer layer of the Earth which we live on
• Made of thin, solid rock

10

Mantle

• A thick, semi-liquid layer of rock underneath
the Earth’s crust

11

12

Core

Igneous rock

Sedimentary rock

14

Weathering

• When rock is broken down into smaller pieces
• 3 types: Chemical, physical, biological

15

Deposition

• The first step in the formation of sedimentary
rocks
• Rivers carry pieces of broken rock as it flows
along, when the river reaches a lake or the sea,
these rocks settle at the bottom

16

Sedimentation

• The second step in the formation of sedimentary
rocks
• The deposited rocks build up in layers (see the
definition above), called sediments

17

Compaction

• The third step in the formation of sedimentary
rocks
• The weight of the sediments on top squashes the
sediments at the bottom

18

Cementation

• The final step in the formation of sedimentary
rocks
• Water is squeezed out from between pieces of
rock and crystals form which stick the pieces of
rock together

19

Metamorphic
rock

• Formed when heat and pressure act on existing
rocks for long periods of time
• E.g. marble/slate

20

Porous

21

Recycling

22

Ore

23

Fossil

• An organism (e.g. bacteria/fungi) that breaks
down dead matter
• Chopping down trees
• Reduces the amount of carbon dioxide that can
be removed from the atmosphere

• The centre of the Earth
• Made of iron and nickel
• Formed from melted underground rock
(magma)
• When cooled slowly underground, it has smaller
crystals – e.g. granite
• When cooled quickly above ground, it has
larger crystals – e.g. basalt

• Formed from layers of sediment (tiny bits of rock)
• May contain fossils (dead animal and plant
remains).
• E.g. limestone / chalk

13

• A rock with many small holes, which air and
liquid can get into
• Using old, unwanted materials to make new
products
• Uses fewer natural resources, less energy and
saves money
• A rock containing enough metal compound to
make it worthwhile extracting the metal from
• The remains or imprint of an organism (living
thing) preserved in rock
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9PM Matter
Change of state

Pressure in fluids

• Substances can change state, usually when they are heated
		or cooled;
• State changes are reversible – e.g. ice can be melted and 		
		then frozen again;
• No new elements or compounds are formed.

• A fluid is a liquid or gas.
• All fluids can change shape and flow from place to place.
• Fluids exert pressure at 90° to surfaces – we say that it acts 		
		normal to the surface.

The closeness, arrangement and motion of the particles in a
substance change when it changes state:

Solid

Liquid

Gas

Closeness

All touching

Mostly
touching

Far apart

Arrangement

Ordered

Random

Random

Move freely

Move
freely
(faster
than
liquids)

Motion

Vibrate,
fixed
position

Density

Decreasing
density

Internal
energy

Increasing
internal
energy

density =

mass
volume

Brownian motion
• Gas particles move very quickly;
• Air particles move at 500 m/s on average at room 		
		temperature;
• Particles collide with each other very frequently;
• They change direction randomly when they collide;
• Their random motion because of collisions is called Brownian
		motion.

Diffusion
• Diffusion is the movement of particles from an area of high 		
		concentration to an area of low concentration.
• Diffusion does not happen in solids – only fluids (liquids and 		
		gases);
• Particles in a solid can only vibrate and cannot move from 		
		place to place.
• Diffusion is driven by differences in concentration;
• No diffusion will take place if there is no difference in 		
		concentration from one place to another;
• Diffusion in liquids is slower than diffusion in gases because the
		particles in a liquid move more slowly.
Explaining diffusion in a smelly gas
• When a perfume is released into in a room, the perfume 		
		particles mix with the particles of air;
• The particles of perfume are free to move quickly in all 		
		directions;
• They eventually spread through the whole room from an area
		of high concentration to an area of low concentration;
• This continues until the concentration of the perfume is the 		
		same throughout the room;
• The particles will still move, even when the perfume is evenly
		spread out.
Diffusion and temperature
Diffusion is faster if the fluid (gas or liquid) is hotter.

38

Atmospheric pressure
The atmosphere exerts a pressure on you, and everything
around you.
Atmospheric pressure changes with altitude. The higher you go:
• the lower the weight of the air above you;
• the lower the atmospheric pressure.
Pressure in liquids
Just like the atmosphere, liquids exert pressure on objects.
The pressure in liquids changes with depth. The deeper you go:
• the greater the weight of liquid above
• the greater the liquid pressure

• Pressure in a liquid 		
		increases with depth;
• Jet from the bottom of
		the bucket travels further.

Floating and sinking
• Liquid pressure is exerted on surfaces of objects in liquids;
• This causes upthrust;
• When an object sinks, the pressure increases and so the 		
		upthrust increases;
• It will continue to sink if weight is greater than maximum 		
		upthrust;
• When and object floats, the upthrust is equal and opposite to
		the object’s weight.
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9PM Matter
Solids

1

Liquids

2

Gases

3

4

Pressure

5

Gas Pressure

6

Density

7

High Density

• particles in fixed, regular arrangement.
• strong forces of attraction.
• particles vibrate in a fixed position.

12

Melting

• Solid to liquid

13

Evaporation

• Liquid to gas.

14

Condensation

• Gas to liquid.

15

Brownian
Motion

• The random movement of particles.

• caused by gas particles hitting the insides
of a container.
• each collision exerts a force; this builds
pressure.

16

Chemical
reaction

• In a chemical reaction reactants turn into
products and a new product is formed.

• A measure of how much material there is in
a given space.

17

Reactants

• The substances which react together in
a chemical reaction.

18

Products

19

Physical change

20

Diffusion

• particles close together, but can move
past each other.
• irregular arrangement.
• weaker forces of attraction.
• random movement.
• can’t be compressed significantly.
• no forces of attraction between particles
in ideal gases.
• random movement.
• more energy than solids / liquids.
• Can be calculated:
• pressure = force / area
• (Pa)
(N)
(m2)

• More matter in a given space, e.g. brick

8

Low Density

9

Density Equation

• Density = mass / volume
• kg/m3
kg
m3

10

Changes of State

• Changing from solid to liquid to gas or back
the other way

11

Freezing

• The new substance(s) formed in a
chemical reaction.

• Less matter in a given space, e.g. polystyrene

• Liquid to solid

• A change which does not create a new
product, such as a change of state

• The movement of particles from an area of
high concentration to a low concentration.
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9BP Plants and photosynthesis

Photosynthesis
• Plants make their own food (for energy) in a process called 		
		
photosynthesis.
• Photosynthesis helps keep:
			
• levels of oxygen high;
			
• levels of carbon dioxide low.

Feature of
plant leaf

Function

Thin

Short distance for carbon dioxide to
diffuse into the leaf

• Photosynthesis takes place in the chloroplasts.
• Chloroplasts contain chlorophyll which absorbs the energy 		
		transferred by light waves for photosynthesis

Waxy Layer

Prevents water loss by evaporation

Palisade cells

Contain a lot of chloroplasts to absorb
light

Chloroplasts
contain
chlorophyll

Absorbs light

Stomata

Allows carbon dioxide to diffuse into the
leaf (and oxygen to diffuse out)

Guard cells

Open/close stomata depending on
conditions

Network of
tubes (xylem &
phloem)

Transports water (xylem) and food
(phloem)

The equation for photosynthesis is:
carbon dioxide + water glucose + oxygen
These are the things that plants need for photosynthesis:
• carbon dioxide – absorbed through their leaves;
• Water - from the ground through their roots;
• light (a source of energy) - from the Sun.
These are the things that plants make by photosynthesis:
• Oxygen - released into the air from the leaves;
• Glucose:
			
• turned into starch and plant oils, used as an 		
			
energy store;
			
• This energy is released by respiration;
			
• Used to make cellulose for cell walls.

Water
• Water is absorbed through the roots, by osmosis;
• It is transported through tubes (xylem) to the leaf;
• The roots contain cells called a root hair cells:
			
• They increase the surface area
			
• They have thin walls to let water pass into them 		
			
easily.
			
• They do not contain chloroplasts.

Respiration v photosynthesis

Water is absorbed into the roots by a process called osmosis,
which does not use energy.
Minerals are absorbed into the roots by a process called active
transport, which uses energy.

40

Photosynthesis:
			
carbon dioxide + water glucose + oxygen
Aerobic respiration is:
			
glucose + oxygen carbon dioxide + water
The equation for photosynthesis is the opposite of the equation
for aerobic respiration.
• Photosynthesis:
			
• produces glucose and oxygen;
			
• uses carbon dioxide and water;
• Respiration:
			
• produces carbon dioxide and water;
			
• uses glucose and oxygen;

Food security and pollination
• Pollination is the transfer of pollen from one plant to another;
• Pollen can be transferred by insects or by wind;
• Insects that pollinate plants help us produce our food.
• Our food supply depends on plants:
			
• Our food made of, and from plants;
			
• The animals we eat feed on plants.

Carbon dioxide
• Enters leaf by diffusion through the stomata.
• Guard cells control the size of the stomata
• Stomata closes in hot, windy or dry conditions.
• Spongy layer has gaps between cells;
			
• Allows carbon dioxide to diffuse to other cells in
			
the leaf;
			
• Allows oxygen produced in photosynthesis diffuse
			
out of the leaf.
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9BP Plants and photosynthesis
16

Broad and flat

• An adaptation of the leaf. Provides a large
surface area for light to be absorbed and a
short distance for gas to diffuse

17

Stomata

• Small pores in the lower epidermis that open
and close to allow gases in and out

• Where most of the chemical reactions happen

18

Guard cells

• Strengthens the cell and supports the plant

19

1

Nucleus

• Contains DNA which controls the cell’s activities

2

Cell Membrane

• Controls the movement of substances in and out
of the cell

3

Cytoplasm

4

Cell Wall

5

Chlorophyll

• Green pigment found in chloroplasts in leaves. It
traps light energy required for photosynthesis

6

Chloroplast

• Absorb light energy for photosynthesis (contains
chlorophyll)

7

Vacuole

8
9

The Respiratory
System

• Control the opening of the stomata. Closed at
night to prevent water loss
•
•
•
•

Trachea, bronchi, bronchioles, alveoli
Lungs
Ribcage
Diaphragm

• Oxygen diffuses out of the alveoli into the blood
stream
• Carbon dioxide diffuses out of the blood into the
alveoli

20

Gas Exchange

• Filled with cell sap to help keep the cell turgid to
provide support

21

Lung Adaptations

Photosynthesis

• A process in plants that uses energy to 		
change carbon dioxide and water into glucose
and oxygen

22

Ventilation

• The process of breathing in and out

Photosynthesis
equation

• Carbon dioxide + Water - Glucose + Oxygen

23

Inspiration

10

Effect of light
intensity

• Increasing light intensity increases the rate of
photosynthesis – until another factor limits the
rate

•
•
•
•
•

Breathing in
Diaphragm contracts and moves down
Intercostal muscles contract
Ribcage moves up and out
Pressure in thorax decreases, volume increases

11

Effect of
carbon dioxide
concentration

• Increasing carbon dioxide concentration
increases the rate of photosynthesis – until
another factor limits the rate.

24

Expiration

Breathing out
Diaphragm relaxes and moves down
Ribcage move in and down
Pressure in thorax increases, volume decreases

12

Effect of
temperature

• Increasing temperature increases the rate
of photosynthesis. However, above a certain
temperature, the rate may decrease, as
enzymes are denatured.

•
•
•
•

25

Respiration

• A chemical reaction that releases energy

13

Waxy cuticle

• An adaptation of the leaf. It makes the leaf
waterproof to prevent water loss

26

Aerobic
Respiration

14

Palisade layer

• A layer of cells in the leaf. These cells are
packed with chloroplasts to trap sunlight

• Chemical reaction that uses glucose and
oxygen, convertes it into water and carbon
dioxide
• Glucose + oxygen -> carbon dioxide + water

15

Spongy layer

• A layer of cells in the leaf. There are air spaces to
allow gas movement

27

Anaerobic
Reaction

• Respiration in the absence of oxygen
• Glucose -> lactic acid

• Moist
• Good blood supply
• Alveoli, which give a large surface area
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Grammar and Key Vocabulary

The preterite tense – regular verbs
This is used to describe a single, completed action in the past (i.e. not a repeated action)
Take the ending off the infinitive and replace it with the correct ending for the person you
want to talk about:

The present tense – regular verbs
Take the ending off the infinitive and replace it with the correct ending for the person
you want to talk about:

-ar
-o

-er

I (yo)

-o

-ir
-o

You (tú)

-as

-es

-es

He/She/It (él/ella)

-a

-e

-e

We (nosotros)
You pl (vosotros)

-amos
-áis

-emos
-éis

-imos
-ís

They (ellos/ellas)

-an

-en

-en

Ejemplo: hablar = to speak so hablo = I speak (as it is an -ar verb)
Irregular verbs – some verbs don’t follow the pattern above and you just have to
learn these ones. These are some of the most common irregular verbs:

tener (to have) ser (to be)

ir (to go) hacer (to do/make)

-ar
-é

-er

I (yo)

-í

-ir
-í
-iste

You (tú)

-aste

-iste

He/She/It (él/ella)

-ó

-ió

-ió

We (nosotros)
You pl (vosotros)

-amos
-astais

-imos
-isteis

-imos
-isteis

They (ellos/ellas)

aron

-ieron

-ieron

Ejemplo: hablar = to speak so hablé = I spoke (as it is an -ar verb)
Preterite tense - Irregular verbs – some verbs don’t follow the pattern above and you
just have to learn these ones. These are some of the most common irregular verbs:

tener (to have) ser (to be)

ir (to go) hacer (to do/make)

I (yo)

tuve

fui

fui

hice

You (tú)

tuviste

fuiste

fuiste

hiciste

I (yo)

tengo

soy

voy

hago

He/She/It (él/ella)

tuvo

fue

fue

hizo

You (tú)

tienes

eres

vas

haces

tuvimos

fuimos

fuimos

hicimos

He/She/It (él/ella)

tiene

es

va

hace

We (nosotros)
You pl (vosotros)

tuvisteis

fuisteis

fuisteis

hicisteis

We (nosotros)
You pl (vosotros)

temenos

somos

vamos

hacemos

They (ellos/ellas)

tuvieron

fueron

fueron

hicieron

tenéis

sois

vais

hacéis

They (ellos/ellas)

tienen

son

van

hacen

Some verbs in the present tense are only irregular in the ‘I’ form:
hacer (to do) 		
hago (I do)
salir (to go out) 		
salgo (I go out)
ver (to see/watch)		
veo (I watch/see)
Stem-changing verbs – some Spanish verbs change a bit at the start of the verb as
well as the end except for the we and you pl forms:

jugar (to play)
juego

quere (to want)

I (yo)

quiero

poder (to be ableto)
puedo

You (tú)

juegas

quieres

puedes

He/She/It (él/ella)

juega

quiero

puede

We (nosotros)
You pl (vosotros)

jugamos
jugáis

queremos
queries

podemos
podéis

They (ellos/ellas)

juegan

quieren

pueden
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The imperfect tense is another past tense. One of the ways it is used is for descriptions
in the past. These are the key verbs you need to know to describe someone or
something in the past:
era
–
it/he/she was
estaba
–
it/he/she was (for location or mood)
tenía
–
it/he/she had
The near future tense – going to do something. Use the right form of ‘ir’ (to go), put ‘a’ in the
middle and add an infinitive.
I’m going 			
- Voy a
You (pl) are going - Vais a
You’re going 		
- Vas a
They’re going 		
- Van a
He/she/it is going - Va a
We’re going 		
- Vamos a
+ infinitive (jugar, salir, ir, ser, montar, hacer, comer, vivir etc)
E.g. voy a jugar = I’m going to play, vamos a salir = we’re going to go out
Other ways of talking about future hopes and plans:

Espero (+ infinitive)
Quiero (+ infinitive)
I want
I hope
Tengo ganas de (+ infinitive)
I want
I would like Me gustaría (+ infinitive)
Tengo la intención de (+ infinitive) I am thinking of Pienso (+ infinitive)
I intend
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Reflexive verbs
These verbs have an extra bit. The infinitives have a ‘-se’ on the end
and lots of daily routine verbs are reflexive verbs. (e.g. lavarse = to get
washed etc.). They describe actions that you do to yourself.

Grammar and Key Vocabulary
Comparatives – these are phrases that are used to compare things or people. This is how you form them:
más
(adjective) que…
more (adjective) than…
(e.g. más interesante que – more interesting than…)
menos (adjective) que…
less (adjective) than…
(e.g. menos interesante que – less interesting than…)
tan
(adjective) como…
as
(adjective) as…
(e.g. tan interesante como – as interesting as…)
mejor que… 		 better than…
peor que…			
worse than…

Superlatives – this is how you say something is the most, the least, the best or the worst. To form these you need
the word ‘the’ in front of the words used for comparatives. Remember you will need to use the right word for ‘the’
depending on whether the noun you are talking about is masculine (el), feminine (la), masculine plural (los) or
feminine plural (las).
el/la/los/las más (+ adjective)		
el/la/los/las menos (+ adjective)
el/la mejor 				
los/las mejores 			
el/la peor				
los/las peores 			

the most (+ adjective)
the least (+ adjective)
the best
the best (plural)
the worst
the worst (plural)

(e.g. el más importante – the most important)

Me duele and me duelen
This is how to say that something hurts. Like ‘me gusta’ you add an extra ‘n’ if talking about something plural.
Ejemplos
Me duele la cabeza 		
my head hurts (one head)
Me duelen los pies		
my feet hurt (more than one)
!! If you want to talk about someone else he or she) just change the ‘me’ to ‘le’.
Negatives
To make a verb negative you just need to put ‘no’ in front of it (no fui – I didn’t go, no hablo – I don’t speak).
nada 		
nunca
nadie
ni…ni…
tampoco
		

nothing
never
nobody
neither…nor…
nor/neither (when it follows another negative phrase- it’s like ‘tambien’ but for negatives!
E.g. No me gusta el golf, tampoco me gusta el voleibol)
Verbs with ‘se’ in front of them:

This/these:

m

f

mp

fp

este

esta

estos

estas

Se puede + infinitive
			
Se debe + infinitive
			
			

you can (e.g. se puede ver – you
can see)
you must/should (e.g. se debe
comer más fruta – you should eat
more fruit)

First you have to take off the ‘-se’ and then treat the verb the same as
any other – change the ending for the right person.
Then, for this type of verb, you need to add an extra bit in front of the
verb depending on the person you are referring to.
ducharse (to have a shower)
I (yo)

me ducho

You (tú)

te duchas

He/She/It (él/ella)

se ducha

We (nosotros)

nos duchamos

You pl (vosotros)

os ducháis

They (ellos/ellas)

se duchan

Some reflexive verbs are also stem-changing:
acostarse (to go to bed) - me acuesto
despertarse (to wake up) - me despierto
vestirse (to get dressed) - me visto

Making adjectives agree
If you use an adjective to describe something the ending may
change depending on whether what you are describing is masculine,
feminine, masculine plural or feminine plural.
Ending

m

f

mp

fp

-e

grande

grande

grandes

grandes

-o

listo

lista

listos

listas

Consonant

azul

azul

azules

azules

-z

feliz

feliz

felices

felices

-ista

optimista

optimista

optimistas

optimistas
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Connectives
y - and
pero - but
porque - because
o - or
también - also
además - moreover
luego - later
sin embargo - however
no obstante - however
sino - if not/but
así que - so (that)
Por eso - therefore
por lo tanto - therefore
aunque (+ subjunctive) - although/even if

Opinions **
en mi opinión - in my opinion
personalmente - personally
lo bueno es - the good thing is
lo malo es - the bad thing is
a mi parecer - in my opinion
pienso que - I think that
creo que - I believe that
Lo que más me gusta es - what I like most is
Lo que menos me gusta es - what I like
least is
me parece que - it seems to me that
desde mi punto de vista - from my point
of view
lo mejor es… - the best thing is…
lo peor es… - the worst thing is…
lo más importante es… - the most
important thing is…
lo menos importante es… - the least
important thing is…
lo que me interesa es… - what interests
me is…
** see also opinion phrases in other units (I
like etc.)
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Frequency
generalmente - generally
normalmente - normally
siempre - always
a veces - sometimes
cada día - every day
a menudo - often
todos los días - every day
de vez en cuando - from time to time
(casi) nunca - (almost) never
en mi tiempo libre - in my free time
el fin de semana - at the weekend
una vez a la semana - once a week

Comparatives and superlatives
es más (importante) que - it’s more
(important) than
es menos (importante) que - it’s less
(important) than
Es tan (importante) como… - it’s as
(important) as…
El/la mejor - the best
El/la peor - the worst
El/la más (importante)… - the most
(important)…
El/la peor (importante)… - the least
(important)…

Exclamations
¡Qué horror! How horrible!
¡Qué bien! Great!
¡Qué chulo! Cool!
¡Qué guay! How cool!
¡Ni en broma! No way!
¡Qué lastima! - What a shame!
¡Qué rollo! - What a pain/bore!
¡Qué desastre! - What a disaster!
¡Qué asco! - How disgusting!

Time fillers
a, sí, sí - yes, yes
ya - yeah
bueno - well
pues - so
a ver - let’s see
déjame pensar - let me think

Sequencers

Time markers

por la mañana - in the morning
por la tarde - in the afternoon
por la noche - in the evening
primero - firstly
luego - then
después - next
por fin - al last
finalmente - finally
el primer día - the first day
más tarde - later
antes - before
después - after
para empezar - to begin

Agreeing/disagreeing
claro que sí/no - of course (not)
opino lo mismo - I think the same
es cierto - it’s certain
¿Estás loco/a? - Are you mad?
(no) tienes razón - you’re right, wrong
(no) estoy de acuerdo - I (dis)agree
comparto tu punto de vista - I share your
point of view
también me parece que - it also seems to
me that
tampoco me parece que - neither does it
seem to me that
te equivocas - you’re wrong/mistaken
Por un lado…por otro lado - on the one
hand…on the other hand

Justifying opinions
porque (no) es… - because it is (not)
ya que es – as it is
dado que es – given that it is
puesto que es – since it is
según (mis padres) es… - according to (my
parents) it is…
parece - it seems
debido a - due to
a causa de - because of
una ventaja es - an advantage is…

El presente
el lunes - on Monday
los jueves - on Thursdays
ahora - now
hoy - today
hoy en día - nowadays
El pasado
ayer - yesterday
anoche - last night
la semana pasada - last week
en aquella época - in that time
desde/hace dos años - two years ago
cuando tenía cinco años - when I was 5
years old
El futuro
mañana - tomorrow
en el futuro - in the future
el fin de semana próximo - next weekend
El año que viene - next year
dentro de seis meses - in six months’ time

Questions
¿Qué? - What?
¿Quién? - Who?
¿(A)dónde? - Where (to)?
¿Cómo? - How?
¿Cuál? - Which?
¿Cuándo? - When?
¿Por qué? - Why?
¿A qué hora? - At what time?
¿Qué piensas de..?
What do you think about..?
¿Cuál es tu opinión?
What is your opinion?
¿Cuál es la diferencia?
What is the difference?
¿Qué hay? - What is there?
¿Por qué dijiste eso?
Why did you say that?

Impressive phrases
Si fuera rico/a me gustaría (visitar)…		 If I were rich I would like (to visit)…
Si tuviera la oportunidad me gustaría (ir)…
If I had the opportunity I would like (to go)…
Cuando sea mayor + future…		 When I am older…
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Frases de 			
Frequency
frecuencia			phrases
todos los días/cada día		
every day
dos/tres veces		
twice/three times
por semana			
a week
a veces			
sometimes
de vez en cuando		
from time to time
nunca			
never
los fines de semana
on weekends
los lunes			
on Mondays
por la mañana		
in the morning
por la tarde			
in the afternoon
por la noche		
at night
¿Cuál es tu rutina diaria?
What is your daily
				routine?
me despierto
I wake up
(muy temprano/a las siete)
(very early/at
				
seven o’clock)
me levanto (enseguida)		
I get up (straight
				
away)
me lavo los dientes
I brush my teeth
me ducho		
I shower
me visto			
I get dressed
me acuesto			
I go to bed
desayuno			
I have breakfast
meriendo			
I have an 		
				
afternoon snack
ceno (…)
I have (…for)
				dinner
salgo			
I go out
corro (veinte kilómetros)		
I run (twenty
				
kilometres)
entreno			
I exercise/train
voy al insti/trabajo		
I go to school/
				work
termino (a las dos)		
I finish (at two
				
o’clock)
duermo (ocho horas)		
I sleep (for eight
				
hours)
¿A qué hora?		
a las…
seis		
seis y cuarto		
seis y media
siete menos cuarto 		
siete menos diez		
a la una		
¿Cuándo?		
luego			
más tarde			
después		
otro día		
por la mañana
por la tarde			
por fin

At what time?
at…
six o’clock
quarter past six
half past 6
quarter to seven
ten to seven
at one o’clock
When?
then
later
afterwards
another day
in the morning
in the afternoon
finally

¿Qué haces para estar en forma?

What do you do to
keep fit?
me gusta mucho hacer deporte
I really like to do
				sport
hago artes marciales		
I do martial arts
hago atletismo
I do athletics
hago footing		
I do jogging
hago gimnasia		
I do gymnastics
hago natación
I do swimming
juego al baloncesto
I play basketball
juego al ping-pong
I play table tennis
juego al tenis		
I play tennis
juego al voleibol
I play volleyball
juego al pelota		
I play pelota
				
(Basque ball game)
…en en parque/gimnasio
…in the park/gym
voy al polideportivo		
I go to the sports
				centre
soy miembro de un club
I belong to a club
voy a clases de baile		
I go to dance classes
prefiero jugar al fútbol
I prefer to play
			
football
es mi deporte preferido
it is my favourite
				
sport
empecé (a jugar)
I started (playing)
a los (diez) años		
at the age of (ten)
voy a empezar a (hacer)…
I am going to start
				
(doing)…

Consejos para estar en forma

Advice for keeping
fit/in shape
Para estar en forma…
To keep fit/in
				
shape…
Se debe…
You must/should…
beber agua frecuentemente
drink water 		
				
frequently
comer más fruta y verduras
eat more fruit and
				
vegetables
comer menos chocolate/caramelos eat less chocolate/
				
sweets
dormir ocho horas al día		
sleep for eight hours
				
a day
entrenar una hora al día		
train/exercise for
				
one hour a day
No se debe…
You must/should
				
not…
beber alcohol		
drink alcohol
beber muchos refrescos		
drink lots of fizzy
				
drinks
comer comida basura		
eat junk food
fumar 			
smoke
Soy adicto a/al/a la/a los/ a las…
I am addicted to…
A partir de ahora, voy a…
From now on, I am
				going to…

¿Llevas una diet asana?		
Do you have a
				healthy diet?
Llevo una dieta sana		
I have a healthy diet
Me gusta (bastante/mucho) el/la… I (quite/really) like…
Me gustan los/las…
I like…
No me gusta(n) (nada)…
I (really) don’t like…
				
(at all)
el arroz		
rice
el pan			
bread
el pollo			
chicken
el pescado		
fish
la carne			
meat
la ensalada			
salad
la pasta/la pizza		
pizza/pasta
los caramelos		
sweets
los huevos		
eggs
los pasteles		
cakes
las galletas			
biscuits
las verduras			
vegetables
Como/comí verduras		
I eat/ate vegetables
Bebo/bebí agua		
I drink/drank
				
water
Common key words/phrases
fui			
fue 		
fueron			
me gustó		
no me gustó		
porque/ya que/
dado que/puesto que
lo mejor es/fue
lo peor es/fue		
suelo			
casi		
cada			
para		
me gustaría		
cambiaría			
se debe/hay que		

I went
it was
they were
I liked (it)
I didn’t like it
because
the best thing is/was
the worst thing is/was
I usually/tend to
almost/nearly
each/every
(in order) to
I would like
I would change
you must/should

¿Cómo estás?		
How are you?
¿Qué te duele?		
What hurts?
¿Te duele el estómago?		
Does your stomach
				hurt?
me duele el brazo/el pie		
my arm/foot hurts
me duele la cabeza/la espalda
my head/back hurts
me duele la mano/la pierna
my hand/leg hurts
me duelen los dientes		
my teeth hurt
me duelen los oídos		
my ears hurt
me duelen los ojos		
my eyes hurt
tengo catarro
I have a cold
tengo náuseas
I feel sick/nauseous
tengo quemaduras del sol
I have sunburn
tengo tos		
I have a cough
estoy cansado/a
I’m tired
estoy enfermo/a		
I’m ill
no me encuentro bien
I don’t feel well
See the grammar page for a reminder on how to form the
different tenses.
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Español

Inglés

Todos los días me despierto a las siete y me levanto enseguida.

Every day I wake up at seven o’clock and I get up straight away.

Desayuno cereales y bebo zumo de manzana.

I have cereal for breakfast and I drink apple juice.

Me ducho y luego me visto. Después me lavo los dientes.

I shower and then I get dressed. Afterwards I brush my teeth.

Voy al insti hasta las tres luego vuelvo a casa.

I go to school until three o’clock then I return home.

A veces salgo con mis amigos y jugamos al baloncesto.

Sometimes I go out with my friends and we play basketball.

Los martes ceno pollo con ensalada a las seis y media y después
escucho música.

On Tuesdays I have chicken with salad for dinner at half past six and
afterwards I listen to music.

Me acuesto a las diez cada noche.

I go to bed at ten o’clock every night.

No se debe ver la televisión antes de acostarse, hay que dormir ocho
horas cada noche.

You shouldn’t watch TV before you go to bed, you should sleep for
eight hours each night.

Creo que tengo una dieta sana, me gusta mucho comer fruta y bebo
agua todos los días.

I believe I have a healthy diet; I really like to eat fruit and I drink water
every day.

Me gustan los pasteles y los como casi cada día.

I like cakes and I eat them nearly every day.

En mi opinión se debe comer más verduras que caramelos.

In my opinion you should eat more vegetables than sweets.

Odio pescado, nunca lo como. ¡Puaj!

I hate fish, I never eat it. Yuck!

No se debe beber demasiados refrescos porque contienen mucho
azucar.

You shouldn’t drink too many fizzy drinks because they contain a lot of
sugar.

Me gusta mucho hacer deporte, es mi pasión.

I really like doing sport, it is my passion.

Soy miembro de un equipo de fútbol, empecé a los siete años.

I am a member of a football team, I started when I was seven years old.

Prefiero los deportes de equipo más que los deportes individuales.

I prefer team sports more than individual sports.

Me gustaría practicar más deportes con mi familia porque somos muy I would like to practice more sports with my family because we are all
deportistas.
very sporty.
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El fin de semana pasado jugué al tenis con mi amigo, gané dos
partidos y mi amigo ganó uno.

Last weekend I played tennis with my friend, I won two matches and
my friend won one.

Suelo entrenar tres veces a la semana, pero para mantener una vida
sana se debe entrenar una hora cada día.

I usually exercise three times a week, but in order to maintain a
healthy lifestyle you should exercise for one hour a day.
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.¿Qué estudias?
¿Cómo es tu día típico en tu insti?

What do you study?
What is your typical day at school like?

Los lunes por la mañana estudio
geografía e inglés.

On Mondays, in the morning, I
study Geography and English.

Los martes estudio informática en
la mañana y teatro y matemáticas
por la tarde

On Tuesdays I study IT in the
morning and Drama and Maths in
the afternoon.

Los jueves estudio ciencias,
tecnología e historia, pero mi
amiga estudia francés.

On Thursdays I study Science, I.T.
and History but my friend studies
French.

Mi día favorito es el jueves porque
estudiamos español.

My favourite day is Friday because
we study Spanish.

Connectives
a pesar de		
así que		
aun (si) 		
aunque		
como
incluso 		
por eso		
por lo tanto 		
sin embargo
tal vez
ya que 		

in spite of
so, therefore
even if
although
as, since
even
therefore
therefore
however
perhaps
since

¿Qué es lo que más/menos te gusta de tu insti?
What do you like the most and least about your school?
Me gusta mi instituto porque hay un campo de fútbol y un
comedor moderno.
En mi instituto hay un gimnasio moderno, pero no hay un
patio muy grande.
En mi instituto hay unas clases de informática y también una
piscina nueva, así que me encanta.
No me gusta nada mi instituto porque la biblioteca es fea y
los laboratorios son antiguos.

I like my school because there is a football field and a
modern canteen.
In my school there is a modern gym but there isn’t a very big
yard/playground.
In my school there are some I.T. rooms and also a new
swimming pool, therefore I love it.

Prefiero español porque es más fácil que mandarín.

I prefer Spanish because is easier than Mandarin.

Creo que informática es mejor que matemática porque es
más útil.

I think that I.T. is better than Maths because it’s more useful.

Mi insti es más antiguo que el insti de mi amiga.

My school is more old-fashioned than my friend’s school.

En mi insti está prohibido comer chicle y también correr por
los pasillos.
En mi opinión me gustaría cambiar el uniforme porque es
bastante feo.

In my school it’s forbidden to eat chewing gum and run in
the corridors.
In my opinion I would like to change the uniform because
it’s quite ugly.

¿Qué cambiarías? 		
Me encantaría cambiar + noun:
I would love to change + noun:

I don’t like my school at all because the library is ugly and
the labs are old-fashioned.

What would you change?
las normas / el uniforme / las instalaciones / el teatro /
the rules / the uniform / the facilities / the theatre

Refer to grammar page for more examples
Comparatives are used to compare two different things.
e.g.: something is more interesting than something else
Comparatives:
Más … que …		
more … than …
Menos … que …		
less … than …
Mejor que …		
better than…
Peor que …			
worse than…

¿Cómo es tu insti?
Mi insti es…     
antiguo
moderno
bonito		
feo
bueno
pequeño

What’s your school like?
My school is…
old-fashioned
modern
nice
ugly
good
small

¿Qué hay en tu insti? What is there in your school?
En mi insti hay…
      
In my school there is…
una biblioteca 		
a library
un comedor 		
a dining hall
un gimnasio 		
a gym
un campo de fútbol 		
a football field
un patio 		
a playground
unos laboratorios 		
some laboratories
una piscina			
a swimming pool
una clase de informática
an ICT room
un teatro		
a theatre
¿Qué opinas de las reglas de tu instituto?
What do you think about the rules in your school?
En mi insti..			
In my school..
Está prohibido…
It is forbidden…
No se permite…
You are not allowed…
No se debe…
You/One must not…
comer chicle 		
to chew chewing
				
gum
usar el móvil en clase 		
to use your phone in
			
lessons
llevar uniforme 		
to wear a uniform
ser agresivo o grosero 		
to be aggressive or
				
rude
correr en los pasillos 		
to run in the corridors
llevar piercings 		
to have visible
			
piercings
ser puntual 			
to be on time
salir del insituto durante 		
to leave the school
				
during
el día escolar 		
he school day
estoy de acuerdo 		
I agree
no estoy de acuerdo 		
I disagree
Pienso que / Creo que…
I think that…
En mi opinión…
In my opinión…
el uniforme mejora la disciplina
the uniform improves
				
discipline
el uniforme limita la individualidad the uniform limits
				
individuality
Las normas son…
The rules are…
buenas / malas 		
good / bad
necesarias 			
necessary
demasiado severas		
too strict
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¿En qué trabaja(n) tu familia?
What do your family
				do?
Mi madre trabaja de enfermera.
My mother works as
				a nurse.
¿En qué consiste su trabajo?
What does your job
				involve?
Tiene que…
She/he has to…
contestar al teléfono y ayudar a
answer the phone
				
and help
los clientes 			
customers
cortar el pelo a los clientes
cut customers’ hair
cuidar las plantas
look after the plants
hacer manicuras		
do manicures
limpiar habitaciones		
clean rooms
preparar comida
prepare food
servir la comida 		
serve food
vender productos en la tienda
sell products in the
				shop

¿En qué te gustaría trabajar?
What job would you
				
like to do?
Me gustaría ser…
I would like to be…
Quiero ser…
I want to be…
abogado/a			
a lawyer
cantante			
a singer
diseñador(a)		 a designer
enfermero/a		 a nurse
mecánico/a		 a mechanic
periodista			
a journalist
policía			
a police officer
taxista 			
a taxi driver
camarero/a 		
a waiter
cocinero/a 			
a cook
dependiente/a 		
a shop assistant
esteticista 			
a beautician
jardinero/a 			
a gardener
limpiador(a) 		
a cleaner
peluquero/a 		
a hairdresser
recepcionista 		
a receptionist

Opiniones			Opinions
¿Le gusta su trabajo?		
Does she/he like her/
				
his job?
(No) Le gusta (nada) su 		
She/he (doesn’t) like
trabajo 		
her/his job (at all)
porque es…
because it is…
difícil			
difficult
duro		
hard
estimulante		
stimulating
estresante			
stressful
interesante		
interesting
monótono		
monotonous
repetitivo		
repetitive

Me gustaría…
I would like…
No me gustaría (nada)…
I wouldn’t like… (at
				
all)
trabajar al aire libre		
to work in the open
				air
trabajar con animales		
to work with animals
trabajar con niños		
to work with children
trabajar en equipo		
to work in a team
trabajar en una oficina
to work in an office
trabajar solo/a		
to work alone
hacer un trabajo creativo
to do a creative job
hacer un trabajo manual
to do a manual job
¿Cuál es tu trabajo ideal?
What is your ideal
				job?
mi trabajo ideal sería…
my ideal job would
				be…

¿Cómo va a ser tu futuro?
				

En mi opinión…
In my opinion
A ver…
Let’s see…
En el futuro…
In the future…
Voy a…
I am going to…
ganar mucho dinero		
earn lots of money
hacer un trabajo interesante
do an interesting job
ir a la universidad		
go to university
ser famoso/a		
be famous
ser voluntario/a		
be a volunteer
casarme			
to get married
tener hijos			
have children
viajar (mucho)		
travel (a lot)
vivir en el extranjero		
live abroad
Va a ser (muy) interesante.
It is going to be (very)
				interesting.

Future simple – simply add é for ar/er/ir verbs
*Tener – tendré
to have – I will have
*casarme – me casaré to get married – I will get married
ganar – ganaré
to earn – I will earn
hacer – haré
to do – I will do
¿Qué harás en el futuro/dentro de 5/10/20 años?
Dentro de veinte años me casaré y tener hijos

Español - Spanish
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What is your future
going to be like?

Inglés - English

En el futuro me casaré y tendré hijos.

In the future I will get married and have children.

Me gustaría ser enfermera porque me parece estimulante.

I would like to be a nurse because it seems stimulating.

Me gustaría trabajar con niños.

I would like to work with children.

Mi madre trabaja de cocinera en un restaurante en el centro.

My mum Works as a chef in a restaurant in the centre.

Tiene que preparar comida.

She has to prepare food.

Le gusta su trabajo aunque es estresante.

She likes her job although it’s stressful.

RE
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Belief in God

The Journey of Life

Theism: belief in God
Monotheism: belief in one God (Christianity, Judaism and Islam)
Polytheism: belief in many gods and goddesses
Atheism: belief that there is no God
Agnosticism: the idea that there is not enough evidence for or
against there being a God
Spiritual: belief that there is ‘something’ beyond the physical world
Trinity: Christian belief that God is three in one: Father, Son and Holy
Spirit
Qualities of God: Omnipotent – all powerful, Omniscient – allknowing, all-loving
Types of love: eros – romantic love, philos – love for family and
friends, storge – love of things, agape – selfless love
Cosmological Argument: the idea that there must have been a first
cause (God) which made everything else come into existence
Design Argument: the idea that the universe/world is too complex
to have happened by chance. It must have a designer – God
Natural Evil: evil which happens in nature e.g. tsunami, volcanoes
Moral Evil: evil which is caused by human action e.g. murder,
theft, war
Suffering: the experience of evil
The Blind Men and the Elephant: ancient Hindu story which tells us
we all understand God in different ways because none of us can
see God
Trimurti: the three main Hindu gods: Brahma the Creator, Vishnu the
Preserver, Shiva the Destroyer

Physical journey: a journey from one place to another
Spiritual journey: a journey exploring the deeper meaning of life
Stages in life: the Hindu idea that there are four stages in human
life: childhood, student, householder and retired
Infant baptism: a child is brought into the Christian church by their
parents
Font: special bowl for the water used during a baptism
Believer’s baptism: a person choosing at a later stage to become
a Christian
Total Immersion: where the person’s whole body goes under water
during baptism
Coming of Age: the age when a person is recognised as being
responsible for their own faith
Confirmation: when a Christian person who was baptised as a child
confirms the promise their parents made for them
Bar and Bat Miztvah: the coming of age ceremony for Jewish boys
and girls
The Sacred Thread ceremony: the coming of age ceremony for
Hindus
Samsara: Hindu name for reincarnation - the belief that a person
will have many rebirths
Atman: Hindu name for the soul of an individual
Brahman: Hindu name for the universal soul
Karma: the idea that actions have consequences
Dharma: Hindu word for duty
Moksha: when the atman achieves perfection and escapes from
the cycle of rebirth
Pilgrimage: a physical journey to a place of special significance
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Muslim: follower of Islam
Star and Crescent Moon: symbol of Islam
Allah: Muslim name for God
Tawhid: the oneness of God
Shirk: the sin of comparing anything to Allah
Muhammad pbuh (peace be upon him): the prophet or messenger of Allah
Ka’ba: ancient shrine in the city of Makkah
Khadijah: Muhammad’s wife
Layat-al-Qadr: the night of power, when Muhammad first began to receive Allah’s words from the angel Jibril
Hijrah: the journey from Makkah to Madinah which marks the beginning of Islam – 622 C.E. or 0 A.H.
Five Pillars of Islam: the five key beliefs and practices which all Muslims must follow
Shahadah: the first pillar, the Muslim statement of faith: ‘There is no God but Allah and Muhammad is the messenger of Allah’
Salat: second pillar, prayer five times a day. The Rak’ahs are formal prayers performed by everyone, Du’a are personal prayers. The most
important prayer of the week is Jumm’ah prayer, Friday at midday
Wudu: special washing ritual to prepare for prayer
Zakat: third pillar, giving 2.5% of your excess income each year to support others in need
Saum: fourth pillar, fasting during the daylight hours of the Muslim month of Ramadan
Hajj: fifth pillar, pilgrimage at least once in a lifetime to Makkah the birth place of Islam
Ihram: special white clothing worn during Hajj
Ka’ba, Black Stone, Safa and Marwa, Well of Zamzam, Plain of Arafat, Mina – all special sites on the Hajj
Eid-al-Adha: festival of sacrifice which happens at the end of the Hajj
Hajji and Hajjah: special titles given to men and women when they have finished the Hajj
Qur’an: holy book of Islam written in Arabic and divided into Surahs (chapters)
Hafiz: a highly respected person who can recite the whole Qur’an by heart
Calligraphy: beautiful decorated writing, used as art because pictures of living things are forbidden
Mosque: Muslim place of worship with a number of key features:
		
• Minaret: a tower from when the Adhan or call to prayer is made by an official called a muezzin
		
• Mihrab: an arch way in the Qiblah wall which shows the direction of Makkah – where worshippers face to pray
		
• Minbar: a raised platform where the Imam or mosque leader leads prayers and gives the Friday sermon
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Cooking & Nutrition

Food Labelling
Information on the labels of pre-packed food
and drink products can be legally required or
just for consumer information.
Legally required information:
• Country of origin and place of
provenance;
• Date mark;
• List of ingredients (including additives and
allergens);

Allergen Labelling
There are 14 ingredients (allergens) that are the main reason
for adverse reactions to food. They must be labelled on prepackaged food and menus so that consumers can make safe
choices.

Nutrition Information
Nutrition information can help
consumers make healthier choices.
Back-of-pack nutrition information is
legally required.

From summer 2021 new legislation will tighten the rules requiring
food that is prepared for direct sale, e.g. in a coffee shop, to carry
a full list of ingredients.
The 14 allergens are:

• Name and address of the manufacturer,
packer or seller;
• Name of food or drink;
• Nutrition information;
• Storage and preparation instructions;
• Weight or volume.

Front-of-pack labelling

Consumer information:
• Front-of-pack nutrition label;
• Price;
• Serving suggestions/image.

Key Terms
Allergen: An ingredient that may cause an
adverse reaction to food.
Back-of-pack labelling: Is legally required
and can help consumers make healthier
choices.
Front-of-pack labelling: Is voluntary but must
provide certain information and can use red,
amber and green colour coding.

Ingredients
It is a legal requirement to include an ingredients list on packaged
or pre-prepared foods. The ingredients must appear in descending
order and with the allergens identified in bold, highlighted,
underlined or in italics.

Front-of-pack nutrition information is
voluntary. If a food business chooses
to provide this, only the following
information may be provided:
• Energy only;
• Energy along with fat, saturates,
sugars and salt.
Red, amber and green colours, if used,
show at a glance whether a food is high,
medium or low for fat, saturates, sugars
or salt. The colour coding can be used to
compare two
products.

Use-by-date: Relates to the safety of the
food. Food must be eaten by this date.
Best-before-date: Relates to the quality of
the food. Food may still be eaten beyond
this date.
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Influence Of Food Choice
What makes people choose
different foods?
1. PAL (physical activity level)
2. Healthy Eating
3. Cost of Food
4. Income
5. Culinary Skills
6. Lifestyle
7. Seasonality
8. Availability
9. Special Occasions
10. Enjoyment
11. Cultural, religious and moral
reasons

Alternative proteins
• Alternative proteins are sources
of protein which do not come
from meat, fish or dairy.
• There is a growing demand for
alternative proteins as some
people believe they are more
environmentally friendly and can
sometimes be healthier.
• Examples of alternative proteins
include soy and pea protein,
seaweed, jackfruit, edible insects,
seitan, heme & banana blossom,.
• It is important to remember
though that not all alternative
proteins are particularly nutritious.
QUORN
• Quorn is a brand that uses
a meat substitute called
mycoprotein, derived from a
natural fungus. The fungus is
fermented in order to grow the
mycoprotein, which is then made
into various Quorn products.
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Cooking & Nutrition
Influence Of Food Choice
According to the
Vegetarian Society, a
vegetarian is someone who
lives on a diet of grains,
pulses, nuts, seeds, fruit and
vegetables with or without
the use of dairy products
and eggs. A vegetarian
does not eat any meat,
poultry, game, fish, shellfish or by-products of slaughter.
Types of vegetarians
Lacto-ovo vegetarian: a vegetarian who eats dairy
products and eggs but does not eat meat.
Lacto-vegetarian: a vegetarian who eats dairy products
but avoids eggs.
Vegan: a vegetarian who does not eat dairy products,
eggs or any other products that are derived from animals.
Reasons people may follow a vegetarian diet
Personal: Some people believe it is wrong to kill and eat
animals. Some simply do not like the taste of meat.
Religion: Some religions do not permit their followers to eat
meat (for example, Muslims are not allowed to eat pork).
Health: Some people choose to become a vegetarian for
health reasons because meat is high in saturated fat.
Environment: Some people believe that meat production
pollutes the environment more than crop production.
Social: Some people are influenced by their friends and
family. If parents or siblings are vegetarians, people can be
more likely to become vegetarians too.
Economic: Meat is often more expensive than plant-based
foods.
Gelatine is an ingredient used
in a range of food products
such as sweets, desserts and
low-fat products. It is made
from animal ligaments,
tendons and bones. Many
vegetarians choose to
avoid gelatine and it should
therefore be listed on the
ingredients label.

What do bacteria need to grow & develop?
• A suitable temperature (warmth)
• A supply of moisture
• A supply of food
• Enough time
• The right pH
• High risk foods are food which are more likely to
create the right conditions for bacteria to multiply
rapidly if stored/ handled incorrectly.
• High risk foods tend to be moist & high in protein
• Low risk foods tend to be low in moisture, low in
protein & acidic.
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Introduction To Programming
Programming Keywords

Variable

Comparison Operators

Variables store information and can be compared to
a box that stores things, for example:
Name = “Claude”

Algorithm

A set of step by step instructions used to solve a
problem.

Flowchart

A visual representation of an algorithm.

Assignment

Expression

The process of storing a value inside a variable, for
example:
Password = “OXJ91mau”
A combination of operators and operands that is
interpreted to produce some other value.

Accessing Python Development Environment
To access our Python programming environment, open your web
browser and go to www.online-python.com
Then, type your code in
the coding area, press the
run button and check your
program’s outputs in the
outputs area near the
bottom of the webpage.

Operator

Meaning

Example

Evaluates to

==

Equal to

7 == 7

True

!=

Not equal to

6 != 7

True

>

Greater than

7>6

True

<

Less than

5>6

False

>=

Greater than or equal to

6 >= 8

False

<=

Less than or equal to

7 <= 7

True

Arithmetic Operators
Operator

Meaning

Example

+

Addition

num1 = num2 + num3

-

Subtraction

num1 = num2 - num3

*

Multiplication

num1 = num2 * num3

/

Division

num1 = num2 / num3

Data Types
Data Type
Coding
Area

Run Button

Example

Description

x = ”Hello”

Stores combinations of any characters
– letters, numbers and symbols

Integer

x = 11

Stores whole numbers

Float

x = 11.5

Stores decimals

Boolean

x = True

Stores values True or False

String

Output
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Introduction To Programming
Flowchart Symbols

Selection
Symbol

If statements
Python
x = 3
if x == 1:
print(“x is 1”)

Meaning

Pseudocode

Start/End

store value 3 in variable x
if value in x is equal to 1, then:
display string “x is 1” on screen

Controls the flow of the
program

If…else statements
Python
x = 3
if x == 1:
print(“x is 1”)
else:
print(“x is not 1”)

Pseudocode
Input/Output

store value 3 in variable x
if value in x is equal to 1, then:
display string “x is 1” on screen
execute if the previous condition is not true
display string “x is not 1” on screen

Process

If…elif…else statements

Selection/Decision

Python

Pseudocode

x = 10
if x >= 100:
print(“x is >= 100”)
elif: x >= 50:
print(“x is >= 50”)
elif: x >= 10::
print(“x is >= 10”)
else:
print(“x is < 10”)

store value 10 in variable x
if x is equal to or larger than 100, then:
display string “x is >= 100” on screen
if x is equal to or larger than 50, then:
display string “x is >= 50” on screen
if x is equal to or larger than 10, then:
display string “x is >= 10” on screen
execute if the previous conditions are not true
display string “x is < 10” on screen

Subprogram

Comments
To write a comment that will be omitted by Python when
the program is running, use # symbol, for example:
If x >100: #This is an if statement

Loops
While loops
count = 0
While count < 9:
print(“The count is:”, count)
count = count + 1
print(“Thank you”)
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While loop repeats while the
given condition is true. It
tests the condition every
time.

For loops
Fruits =
[“orange”,”apple”,”mango”]
for i in fruits:
print(i)

For loop repeats a set number
of times. In this case, it
will happen 3 times – one for
each fruit.
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Cyber Crime
Spotting a Phishing Email

Malware
Malware is a general term that describes lots of
different programs that try to do something unwanted to
your computer. Malware is made to stop your device from
running properly and sometimes to steal your information.
Malware type

Description

Spyware

Secretly monitors user actions. Sometimes even
controls your webcam and microphone.

Virus

Spreads through normal programs and might
slow down your computer or modify files.

Trojan Horse

Pretends to be a free, useful and safe program.
Trojan horse attacks your computer when you
open the program.

Phishing emails will often look like those received from legitimate sources. It is important
to stay vigilant when reading emails as it is easy to be tricked and become a victim of
phishing. You should look out for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sense of urgency
Forged link
Too good to be true
Poor spelling
Poor grammar
Request for information
Suspicious sender
Poor formatting

Key Vocabulary
Malware type

Description

Backup

A copy of important files that is kept separately
in case your original files are lost or damaged.

Chat room

Accessed on the internet, users can meet to
chat in real-time, messages are typed out but
voice chat rooms exist too.

Copyright

A set of rights that prevents peoplecopying
and distributing a piece of work without the
copyright holder'spermission.

Data

Values, typically letters or numbers.

File sharing

The act of sharing files over the internet.

Firewall

An application that prevents
unauthorised   connections to and from the
Internet.

Information

Data that has meaning, not just a number or a
letter.

Licence

A legal agreement between the company who
published the software and the end user
covering areas such as copyright.

Ways to Reduce Spam
Use a spam filter
- most email
clients try to
stop spam from
reaching your
inbox by using a
spam filter

Do not give your
email address out
– if you don’t trust
the website you
should not share
your details with
them

Keep an eye out
for tick boxes –
you will often see
pre-ticked boxes
that sign you
up to marketing
emails – untick!

Do not ever respond to any
spam emails – when you
respond to a spam email
you let the spammers know
that you are active – they
will start sending you even
more emails!

www.rrma.org.uk/safeguarding
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